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The Republican Party decided to Partner with 
the University of New Hampshire to present the 
2008 presidential primary debate. The ninety 
minute debate featured the top Republican con­
tenders for President. It was held in the Whitte- 
more Center and tickets sold out fast with over 
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B rian B rushwood
Tom H orhan
Brian is known for his many random and crazy acts of 
magic. He started touring various colleges with the "Bi­
zarre Magic Show," in 2000. He is an American magi­
cian who performs nationwide and is most well-known 
for his fire-eating and breaking cinder blocks over his 












As the tradition goes the campus com­
munity brought in the new school 
year by holding its annual picnic on 
the Thompson Hall lawn. About 110 
student organizations and 75 depart­
ments took part in the event. Not only 
were there many informational booths 
that helped to get students involved in 
their community but there were also 
other perks. Some entertainment in­
cluded the gymnastics team, cheer- 
leading squad,and the pop band; The 
Whatnot.
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There was perfect weather for all the 
homecoming festivities. The home­
coming weekend was a huge success, 
the school spirit was apparent as you 
saw people decked out in all their 
Wildcat apparel. Between the pep ral­
ly and the football game there was not 
a person in sight who was not enjoy­
ing all the school had to offer. It was 
the perfect weekend for all the UNH 
talent to come out of the wood work. 
Students encountered everything 
from vocal performances to dance 
numbers. Not only were current UNH 
students present but it was clear that 
families and alumni were 
enjoying this event as well.
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Demetri Martin is an Emmy-Award nominated co­
median, musician, actor and writer. Not only is he a 
stand up comedian but he was a writer for Late Night 
with Conan O’Brien and made several appearanc­
es on the daily show. The students of UNH got the 
chance to enjoy the talents both comedic and artistic, 
and the laughter that they brought.












Ghost Hunters Jason Hawes and Grant Wilson came to 
UNH as part of the MUB’s 2007 Current Issues Lecture 
Series. Hawes and Wilson have a one-hour cable televi­
sion show where they travel around the country inves­
tigating reports of haunted houses. The one aspect that 
makes them different from the rest of the ghost hunters 
out there is their use of electronic equipment such as digi­
tal thermometers, infrared and night vision cameras, elec­
tromagnetic field scanners, digital cameras, recorders and 
laptops that detect spooky activity. This event was widely 
popular, no advance tickets were sold and people showed 
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Paid for by Hillary Clinton for President
Tom  Horhan
Since Hillary Clinton is one of 
the early frontrunners in New 
Hampshire for the democratic 
party nomination it made sense 
that UNH would host a press 
conference here in order for all 
of age voters to get informed and 
make the right decisions. Hil­
lary’s campaign is focused on 
issues such as strengthening the 
middle class, providing afford­
able and accessible health care, 
ending the war in Iraq, promot­
ing energy independence and 
fighting global warming, fulfill­
ing our promises to veterans, re­
forming our immigration system 
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State of th e University
President Mark Huddleston speech reflected all the ways that 
UNH is trying to better the community. One of the main fo­
cuses was the university’s commitment to sustainability. He 
agreed with most students that the greatest challenge facing the 
University of New Hampshire is access and affordability. The 
average debt for last year’s graduates was about $25,000. He 
made it clear that this figure is unacceptable and action needs 
to be taken to lower costs. President Huddleston made many 
important points that most students and faculty agreed on. He 
closed his address by praising the university’s faculty, staff and 
students.
D an  H  ourihan
Dan H ourihan
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Night W ithout a H om e
Rob Beck
Rob Beck
On Thursday November 15th Oxfam held an 
event where students gathered to use their skills 
and knowledge to build makeshift homes out 
of cardboard boxes, duct tape and any decora­
tive materials. This event was in recognition of 
National Hunger and Homelessness Awareness 
Week. These houses were judged based practical­
ity and creativity. Once the houses were built the 
students were invited to spend part of the night in 
their box house.
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Dave Russo first became popular when he stared in the se­
ries, “The Entertainer,” and beat out 30000 entertainers. 
Since then he has preformed in over 200 colleges, and other 
famous venues such as The Comedy Stop, The Comic Strip, 
Dangerfields and Gotham Comedy Clubs. He has worked 
with some well known people including The Bare Naked 
Ladies, Dave Chappelle and Lewis Black. All UNH students 
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L ubicky’s P ress Conference
Rok Beck
Matthew Lubicky as always had everybody laughing in 
the Stratford room as he hosted his very own press confer­
ence. Known mainly for his Scan tv and improv, he never 
fails to make us smile with his quarky comments and way 
of looking at things. Just when you think you know what 
is going to happen next he never ceases to surprise us.
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For the 18th year in a row UNH sponsered severa 
events to honor the extrodinary accomplishments 
of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. The week long cel­
ebration featured events such as Photo Art Exhibit: 
In Search of Democracy: A Refugee Story. A high­
light of this week was the MLK Spiritual Celebra­
tion wchih featured songs, music, poetry , dance 
and a candle lighting in rememberence. There was 
also an Educational Panel: The Rap on Democracy 
which examined many different aspects of teh im­
pact that MLK had on todays society and culture. 
Overall this week honored a very influential and 
admired indiviual.
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Sisters in  Step
Sisters in Step has always proved 
to be very entertaining to watch. 
Their style of dancing is very out 
of the ordinary with carefully 
choreographed moves involving 
clapping, chanting and stamping. 
The members of the group see 
their style of dance as a way to 
promote school spirit and diver­
sity on campus. The group per­
forms at various events such as 
pep rallies and presidential inau­
gurations.
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The First Annual Tie-Dye Festival was cre­
ated by recreation management and policy 
students to unite the university and com­
munity. Many organizations were included 
in this event. It provided a way for the com­
munity to learn more about the university 
and its activities. It took place in the Granite 
State Room and featured both student and 
community organizations. During the event 
they had live bands and many activities 
to keep both students and families enter­
tained. This event strived to help local kids 
feel more at home in their own town and to 
give them a taste of college life.
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The Winter Carnival first started in 1922 as 
a snow celebration. At that time it was a 
weekend long festival that included many 
events such as a Carnival Ball, pageants, 
skiing, skating, sledding and snowshoe 
competitions. At one point the celebration 
became so formal that it included an offi­
cial program. However in recent years the 
Winter Carnival has become more of a laid 
back event where students can take a break 
from work and come to enjoy themselves.
T he W inter Carnival
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John Edwards visited 
the Carsey Institute on 
September 27th to dis­
cuss a new policy devel­
opment for his rural re­
covery act. The Carsey 
Institute conducts re­
search and analysis on 
the challenges facing 
rural families and com- 












Many Organizations gathered 
together for this yearly event to 
honor the talent and hard work 
UNH students put forth every 
year in their various organiza­
tions. This year the ceremony was 
held in the Granite State Room 
and many skilled individuals and 
organizations that make this cam­
pus so unique showed up to cel­
ebrate their ongoing hard work 
and dedication.
A wards Banquet














Like its first semester counter­
part, the Jukebox II is an eve­
ning of fun for the students fac­
ulty and community of UNH. It 
is also a great time for the orga­
nizations on campus to advert­
ize their cause and recruit new 
members for the upcoming 
year. This year, popular events 
included the video game Rock- 
band, and air brushed trucker 
hats. The Jukebox is something 
that the UNH community looks 
forward to each semester.
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Mosaico is a student organization that provides programs and 
information about Latino and Hispanic cultures. They found 
an interesting way to keep students informed about different 
cultures while allowing them to have fun at the same time by 
teaching them how to salsa dance. This dance is an informal 
dance that has roots in the Caribbean, Latin and North Amer­
ica. All types of students showed up in the Strafford room to 
show off their dance moves.
U N H  L earns T o Salsa
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If there is one sport that UNH is known for it is hockey. So what 
is better than having some of UNH's former players come back 
for a rematch? It was the white team against the Blue team yet 
again. It doesn't matter what age you are, every UNH hockey 
fan enjoys seeing various generations of UNH Wildcats back on 
the Ice.
A lumni H ockey Gam e
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Dropkick M urphys Dropkick Murphys first started in Boston, MA in 1996 as a group of friends playing in the basement of 
a barbershop. Since then they have 
grown enormously and have cre­
ated their own unique sound de­
scribed as punk rock, irish folk, rock 
and hardcore all blended together 
into one loud, chaotic mix. UNH 
students were thrilled to welcome 
them to campus. They put on an as­
tonishing performance in the Field 
House keeping the crowd on their 
toes always anticipating their next 
song. Not only was their talent ap­
parent but they also managed to 
keep the students entertained by 
inviting them on stage or simply ask­
ing them questions to keep them in­
volved in their performance.
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UNH students were in an uproar when the rumors 
of Snoop Dogg coming the UNH were confirmed. 
Snoop Dogg has been taking the hip-hop world by 
storm for over sixteen years. All sorts of students ar­
rived to see his sold out show and to get a chance 
to watch this hip-hop legend in action. The hype 
was incredible and he didn't disappoint his audi­
ence. Everything from his voice, his moves to his 
overall presence on stage were amazing. Everyone 
left the Whittemore Center in awe that night. In 
many students eyes this was a once in a lifetime 



























Sean Ware, EmilioDiqitale, Matt O'Brien, Ricky Santos, Anthony Gorell, Chirs Chandler, John Clements, Ryan McGun- 
ness, Dino Vasso, Maurice Duper, Mickey Manqieri, R.J. Toman, Kevin Decker, Jamie Cosgrove, Mike Greene, Ter- 
rrence Klevin, Tom Bishop, Keith LeVan, Pat Maher, Tom Manning, Travis Negron, Terrance Fox, Sean Jellison, Ryan 
Hinds, Chad Kackert, Jared Lambert, Kaysonne Anderson, Omar Thomas, Jeff Pammer, Chris Ward, Hugo Souza, Matt 
Parent, Justin Wright, Andre Garron, Robert Simpson, John Duffey, Mike Perkins, Marvin Wright, Shawn MacNevin, 
John Greer, Nate Jones, Rod Walker, Kyle Flemings, Bryan Mayhew, Dan Ruhl, Jeff McMath, Matthew Perdoni, Mark 
Petercuskie, Johan Asker, Husain Karim, Christopher Ford, James Jenkins, devon Jackson, Eric cumba, Andrew Elwell, 
Andre Virgen, Andam Phaneuf, John Murray, Brice Paey, Nick Couturier, Tom Neill, Jeff Sann, Mike gualazzi, George 
Pecorano, Will Moher, Jayson Elmore, Jason Smith, Mike Donahoe, Glenn Waldron, Brandon Graham, David Olsen, 
Chris McClurg, Dan Larkin, Josh Droesch, Typer Brown, Ronnie Strand, J.T. Wright, Mike Boyle, Seth Price, Kamal 
Mohammed, Chris Jeannot, Sean Cullen, Kevon Mason, Scott Sicko, T.J. Taylor, Steve Young, Lance Mailloux, Kyle 
Maroney, Corey Marceau, Jordan Long, Kevin Peters, Brian McNally, Ryan Glasgow
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Jackie Bourgeois, Beth Byam, Lindsay Caputo, Katie Covey, Emily 
Dattoli, Jo Deris, Kelsey French, Stephanie Godin, Kendra Guay, 
Sam Hafley, Meghan Harrington, Roxanne Healey, Keri Kres, Kat 
Levesque, Rachael Mainiero, Bri Mancini, Mari Marchant, Chel­
sea Murfitt, Amanda Nye, Brittany Picard, Amanda Rodriguez, 
Ashley Saliba, Kiersten Shontz, Becky Swanwick, Erika Travers, 
Nicole Therrien, Alicia Zajac
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Laura Smetana
Margaux Shute, Cally Cooke, annah Colestock, Sam Geary, Stefanie 
Simeone, Devan Weed, Johanna Stemmier, Jen Mooney, Shauna 
Sellenger, Lyndsey Natale, Michelle Montalbano, Nicole Lee, So­
phie Ostroski, Kara Connolly, Kiera Williams, Brooke Bercari, Me­
gan Shea, KT Rich, Leah Boody, Kara Napolitano, Sarah Craigue, 
Allison Barnaby, Kim McGinness, Mollie Ryan
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EILD OCKEY Laura Smetana 
PORTS  
W omen s Cross Country
Joanna Alizio, Kayla Angier, Amanda Beaulieu, Ashley 
Brody, Amanda Chapman, Ting Chin, Katherine Chwas- 
ciak, Danielle Costanza, Caitlin Duggan, Carolyn Durfee, 
Mackenzie Ferreira, Breana Ferrin, Kara Fisher, Elizabeth 
Fitter, Meghan Fitzgerald, Sydney Fitzpatrick, Caitlin Forgit, 
Melissa Guenther, Rebecca Haley, Courtney Hamer, Lind­
sey Jeltes, Erica Jesseman, Miranda Kelly, Kristen Kwiecien, 
Laura LaPlant, Allison Letourneau, Elizabeth Morrissey, 
Catherine Newkirk, Emily Osgood, Catherine Parker, An­
gela Pauli, Kimberly Povec, Jennifer Racine, Kaitlin Rose, 
Tricia Rozeboom, Amanda Rusilas, Krysta Shibley, Krystal 
Simmons, Vanessa Spadafora, Kelly Thomas, Kimberly 
Usseglio, Kathryn Vollinger, Nicole Wrobel
A ll  Photos Courtesy of Meghan Fitzgerald
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Jesse KearnsJesse Kearns
Erick Anderson, Nate Bassett, Benjamin Danton, Nick Decrescenzo, Wesley Dinnan, Andrew 
Dionne, Robert Edgerton, Steve Hennigar, Jordan Horwitz, Ben Jenkins, Nick Jenkins, Jesse 
Kearns, Joshua Kearns, Jacob MacDougal, Scott McGrath, Dylan McGuffin, Wesley Moseman, 
David Nayes, Matt O'Connor, marc Oullette, Mark Page, Michael Peabody, Brent Powers, Pat­
rick Rush, Spencer Sass, James Woidt
M en s Cross Country
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U N H  Media Relations
K arah Johnson Tom Horan
Nikki GoldingJulieO'Shaunghnessy, 
Rhyan Radack, Amy Avitabile, Adri­
ana Gonzalez-Medina, DeannaMac- 
cario, Marianne Rivard, Meg Wiley, 
Casey Deiter, Marika Posehn, Mor­
gan Keefe, Sara Hourihan, Nicole 
Lucey, Kailyn Mulcahy, Shaunna 
Kaplan, Kelly Mooney, Alex Hast­
ings, Michelle Sheehan, Katie Lutar, 
Alii Rozelle, Jenna Duncan, Caitlin 
Whelan, Diana Saly, Ally Yost, Cas­
sandra Guerra, Serafine, Caitlyn Se- 
rafine, Kendall Dziama,
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Mike Jenne, Richard Weinrebe, John Bergqvist, Dan Cripe, Corey 
Diamond, Mike Davis, Bryan Stewart, Joe Annese, Marcus Barr, 
Dylan George, Joey Twum-Barima, Tunde Ogunbiyi, Scott Rowl­
ing, Mike McKee, Derek Bragg, Kyle Urso, Matt Low, Chris Banks, 
Adam Marcellus, Colin Smith, Joe Corsello, Owen Burns, Patrick 
Gay, Greg Frost, DuBois, Colin O'Donnell, Chris Devine
A ll  Photos by Howard Rowling
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OMEN OLLEYBALL 
Alyse Lahti, Jayde Huxtable, Sara Heldman, Jeanne Czipri, Kelly Harte, Barnas, Toni Barnas, Emmy Blouin, Kate Uitti, 
Laura Yegge, Kirsten Bates, Lucia Bridova, Lindsay Fogarty, Jessica Compton, Justine Elliott
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K arah Johnson
Michael Ralpl
Courtney Larsen, Jacinda Williams, Denise Beliveau, Ashley 
Cerniglia, Jenelle DeVits, Danielle Flowers, Candace Williams, 
Chrissy Hall, Althena Gaines, Jenny McDade, Racheal Fowler, Jil! 
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Carah Johnson
Dane DiLiegro, Tyrece Gibbs, Joe Cheslock, James 
Valladres, Rony Tchatchoua, Tyrone Conley, Eric Gil- 
chrese, Colbey Santos, Alvin Abreu, Radar Onguetou, 
Mike Christensen, Shawn Tobey
M en s Basketball
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M en s Skiing
Erick Anderson, Tim Baucom, Steven Be­
dard, Randall Bloom, Andrew Clemence, 
Michael Cremeno, Dan Demers, Willie 
Ford, FHarrison Harb, Rody Lageson, Mi­
chael Lessard, Daniel Lewis, Shane Mac- 
Dowell, James MacMahon, Dylan McGuf- 
fin, Sean McNamara, Andrew Morehouse, 











Hillary Andross, Vero- 
nique Archambault- 
Leger, Jamie Aurino, 
Aliza Alywand, Stepha­
nie Bayr, Emily Capaul, 
Marliine Cook, Dana 
Daukss, Eilleen Dent, 
Marina Dosch, Emily 
Eastman, Aileen Farrell, 
Neil Hansen, Steph 
Kramer, Natasha Kul- 
las, Laura Kuzzy, Ash­
ley Ladd, Jenny Luoma, 
Kristen McNeil, Katie 
Miller, Alexandra Nor- 
den, Alex Ray, Avriel 
Schweinsberg, Court­
ney Stevens, Abigail 
Taylor, Cynthia Tessier, 
Sarah Wright, Heather 
Zimmerman
All courtesy of  U N H  Media Relations
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PORTS 
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Lucy Schoedel, Martine Garland, Nicole Goguen, Sadie Wright-Ward, Julia Marty, 
Kelly Paton, Shannon Sisk, Jenn Wakefield, Jennifer Hitchcock, Courtney Sheary, 
Carole LeBlanc, Diana Saly, Raylen Dziengelewski, Micaela Long, Stefanie Mary, 
Maggie Joyce, Steph Holmes, Kacey Bellamy, Angela Taylor, Courtney Birchard, 
Leah Craig, Sam Faber, Kayley Herman
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Courtesy of Media Relations and Michael Sherwood
Stuart Fricke, Jaime Fritsch, Craig Switzer, Kevin Kapstad, Joe Charlebois, Greg Collins, Pe­
ter LeBlanc, Alan Thompson, Jerry Palastrone, Bobby Butler, Mike Sislo, Danny Dries, Greg 
Manz, Thomas Fortney, Nick Krates, Brad Flaishans, Paul Thompson, James VanRiemsdyk, 
Mike Radja, Phil DeSimone, Matt Campanale, Mike Beck, Danny Vranek, Danny Rossman, 
Brain Foster, Kevin Regan, Matt Fornataro
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W omen s Lacrosse
Nikki Hume, Moira Talbot, Sarah Von Bargen, Allie Bratton, Jess Cas- 
sotis, Dana Poist, Britt Conway, Beth Sabiston, Bailley Mazur, Michaela 
Hardy, Ashley Crook, Missy Hamiltion, Debra Dale, Allie Duclos, Shaun- 
na Kaplan, Maureen Wark, Ashley Durepo, Kelli LaPerch, Mikki Ekfelt, 
Susie Piotrkowski, Beth Stankus, Kellen Millard, Sarah Anderson, Ashley 
Milley
-------------
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Lauren DePont, Shana Dege, Laura Fay, Mattie Fowler, Kelly 
Gillespie, Katie Glennon, Kary Goodman, Becky Keys, Katrina Malo­
ney, Catie McDonough, Liz McKinley, Allison Nahin, Amy Perrault, 
Jessica Perry, Taryn Persia, Deanna Petchonka, Christine Tartaquila, 
Meagan Wengrove, Keirsten Wollenzein, Evelyn Yuen
Sw im m ing  &  D iving
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All Photos By Norman Reynolds 
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WIMMING NING 
PORTS 
W o m en s T rack
Kayla Angier, Kari Arnet, Lauren Barbour, Amanda Beaulieu, Jenna 
Bessolo, Kristina Brennan, Ciara Camire, Shannon Carroll, Amanda 
Chapman, Rita Ciambra, Danielle Costanza, Sarah Crane, Chris­
tina Davis, Erica Desroches, Caitlin Forgit, Victoria Coodheart, 
Melissa Guenther, Rebecca Haley, Sarah Hall, Courtney Hamer, 
Jennifer Hitchcock, Kathleen Hoppe, Tracy Howell, Laura Hu- 
men, Amanda Hutchins, Carolyn Kaulbach, Kristen Kwiecien, Col­
leen Lally, Ashlee Lathrop, Julie Lochhead, Kerryn MacDonald, Ju­
lie Marcum, Emily Mareb, Erin Moore, Elizabeth Morrissey, Austin 
Mullins, Esperance Ndombe, Alexandra Norden, Emily Osgood, 
Catherine Parker, Angela Pauli,Kimberly Povec, Lindsay Pres­
ton, Kiah Quarles, Colleen Ray, Amy Roccio, Tricia Rozeboom, 
Amanda Schweizer, Brienna Smith, Larissa Smith, Kimberly Usseg- 
lio, Ashley Vance, Chelsea Weis, Nicole Whalen, Nicole Wrobel
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Nate Bassett, Matthew Begley, Joe Berchtold, 
William Brehm, Benjamin Casey, Patrick Casey, 
Jim Connolly, Wesley Cotnoir, Gabe Dano, 
Benjmin Danton, Nick Decrescenso, Wesley 
Dinnan, Andrew Dionne, Sean Donlan, David 
Dreyer, Cale Dubay, Robert Edgerton, Josh Ed­
wards, Steve Hennigar, Jordan Horwitz, Chris­
topher janczyk, Ben Jenkins, Jeffrey Kaste, Jesse 
Kearns, Joshua Kearns, Reed Liset, Jeffrey Lop- 
ardo, Alexander MacLeod, Jason Martin, Jacob 
McDougle, Scott Mcgrath, Trevor Messineo, 
Chris Morgan , Wesley Moseman, Anders Nor- 
dquist, Matt O'Connor, Daniel O'Hara, Marc 
Oullette, Brice Paey, Travis Parker, Michael 
Peabody, Matthew Pelchat, Curtis Peterson, 
Brendan Post, Brent Powers John Randall, Dan­
iel Randlett, Ryan Rebstock, Patrick Rush, Matt 
Russell, Spencer Sass, Spencer Shaw, Mike Si­
mon, Robert Simpson, Ben Stein, Tyrone Stewart
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A ikido
Tanya Hakala, Kevin Ascher, Katie Columbo, Paul Heleen. Shawn 
Olsten, Liz Carlson, Sarah Suarez, Heather Jackman, Emma Prich­
ard, Greg Schwendemann, Zac Delcambre, Michelle Swan, Amy 
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Mercedes Gaffney, J.J. Melfi, Asaf Raviv, Joe LaChance, Timothy Leg­
gett, Devon St. Cyr, Chris Cox, Alex Vapirer, Josh Gray, Lucas Law­
rence-Hurt, Conor Stokes, Jake Nevrla, Adam Gaudreault, Eric Had­
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Ryan Clay, Brandon Hayes, Bryan Pellegrino, Casey Buckley, 
Owen Clozer, Tim Leggett, Mike Diamond, Adam Jeanette, 
Scot Couture, Adam Davila, Tod Thone, Dan Woodworth, Brain 
Bumpus, Tony Griffin, Travis Paige, Naite Couse, Ryan Holder, 
Mike Kelley, Ben Little, Daric Buttrick, Phil Mastro, Josh Reynolds, 
Jim Lindberg, Jon Gaffney, Jared Reynolds, Mike Grafstein, Mike 
Stolley, Ryan Warren, Ray Gendreau,MattPerdonie,MatthewSulsicki
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Courtesy of Chris Batzinger
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Courtesy of Steven Wheeler
Dan Hamel, Bryan Belanger, Dan Bellucci, Evan Hall, Keath Christensen, Brian 
Bailey, Caleb Connor, Steven Wheeler, Dave Waterhouse, Chris Vaughn, Adam 
Rosenthal, Cody Wolk, Pat Benoit, Kory Himmer, Mike Cieri, Kevin Gusciora, 
Alex Walker, Benjamin Gerritt Farina, Ben Stewart
Courtesy of Steven Wheeler
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Courtesy of Steven heeler 
'  SPO RTS 
Courtesy of Steven Wheeler 
Left to right; Front Row: Danielle Chow, Lyndsy Macri, Kali Sawyer, Jess Beau­
doin; Back Row: Brittany Lofreddo, Sarah Arnold, Anna Wood, Rachel Towle, 
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Dance
Elana Pierro , Kristina Ernst, Sara Tarnowski, Sarah Senna, 
Sarah Toupin, Kara Dodier, Kerry Sullivan, Brianna Kounelas, 
Diana Breault, Erica Millett, Alicia Boucher, Courtney Rich­
er!, Valerie Mayne, Heidi Shumila, Olivia Von den Benken
A l l  by Kerry Sullivan
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A ll by Kaitlyn Healy
Emma Carroll, Brittany Cochran, Kendra DelaCadena, Krysten 
Duarte, Lauren Gardner, Kaitlyn Healy, Laine Kiesewetter, Kelsey 
Loveday, Katie McCarter, Samantha Mick, Kathleen Murphy, Becky 
Niebling, Bethany Roun, Haleigh Tessitore
F igure S kating
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Steve Rzepka, Kevin Roers, Mike Lauter, Holly Eaton, Cat Suar­
ez, Paul Heleen, Jamie Michael, Heather Jackman, Samm Smith, 
Chris Heilakka, Miles Amaral, Brad Kiehl, Luke Javelle, Jeff Col­
lins, Aaron Longchamps, Alison Duda, Katrina Papanastassiou, 
Bridget O'Donnell, Matt Cameron, Dan Kelleher, Emily Bastian, 
Dominique Bernabeo, Kyle Brandt, Kelsey Weaver, Lincoln 
Lavoie
_________
All by Karah Johnson
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Carrie McGown
Dmitri Tsentalovich, Sheik Ansar, Chandra Ayalasomayajula, Igor 
Tsentalovich, Ivan Mamesah, Shane Galbraith, Carrie McGown, Pra- 
teek Dongane, Kanoa King, Nicholas Blanchette, Santosh Birur, Laksh- 
mana Rao, Meg Greenslade, Artem Prusevich, Sean Wadsworth, Ka- 
lyan Saripalli, He Zhou, Akmal Muqeeth, Dmitriy Kondrakhin, Robert 
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ADMINTON 
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Cycling
A ll Courtesy of U N H  Cycling
136 S p o r t s
YCLING 
Courtesy of Jon Gately
Michael Ralph
Jen Kelly, Mike Grosse, Ashleigh Kreider, Brian Witkowski, Chris 
Bergendahl, Megan McQueeney, Lori Costantino, Will Meub, 
Kerry Baptiste, Ross Cleveland, Nick Felahi, Jeff Muhl, Coach Paul 
Harris, Adrick, Kate Dusinberre, Coach Jon Moss, Stephanie 
Durette, Jon Gately, Julie Costantino, Courtney Dziuba, Coach Oliver 
Frates, Tyler Marcotte, Ashley Riley, John Green, Carolyn Gernhard, 
Brian Lapierre, Meredith Bailey, Val Faust, Zsuzsi Fekete, Kim Boselli
F encing
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Courtesy of Lydia Johnson
Gavin Budlong, John Carroll, Laura Fawcett, Susie Gagliardi, 
Keegan McDonnell, Pam Pristley, Sean Badger, Erin Blake, 
Kevin Buruchian, Clark Dhein, Ashley James, Brett Jennings, 
Lydia Johnson, Lindsay Olsen, Paul Zimmerman, Charles Cox, 
Alex Doyle, Duncan Edgar, Danica Gardiner, Laurel Kilmain, 
Joshua Wood, Alissa Young, Kim Adelberger, Nathan Burbank, 
Catherine Coupland, Christopher Edwards, Gregg Griffin, 
Brittany Healy, Martha Hugo, Amanda Markell, Craig Mason
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Rechab Townshend, Russell Wilcox, Justin Albert, Kent 
Walker, Beau Skonieczny, Sid Prabhakar, Tim Kolnaski, Marty 
Morrissey, Matt Gaboury, Kim Hatch, Jill Federico, Sarah Wohlfarth, 
Bree Simmers, Sarah Rice, Olivia Fleszar, Lauren Howard Phil Lewis
T ennis
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M en s I ce H ockey
NEW HMMPSmNE
J *  *.
All by Jeff Brown
Tyler Loopley, Neal Baroni, Craig Dufour, Jeff Brown, Brian Agahi- 
hian, Mark Kasberg, Dan Jasinski, Reid McCarthy, Ken Harrington, 
Chris Storro, Tim Klotz, Isaac Lacey, Mike Grasso, Shawn Olsten, 
Jeff Anderson, Shawn Thompson, Ben Lindgren, Joel Carrier, Avram 
Neibling, Ryan Bergeron, Jason King, Nick Zoppo, Jow Bramante, 
Anthony Azarian, Brett Howell, Andrew Roader, Joe Bonner
140 Sports
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All by Jim Klotz
Mike Violandi, Michael Malonney, Michael 
Finnegan, Sean Andrake, Shaun Murray, James 
Rubio, Daniel Milano, Andrew Hart, Finnian Don­
ovan, Ian Osgood, Doug Cerhardt, Brennan Duke,
TJ Pederzani, Daniel Revis, Dan Crisafulli, Jacob 
Hayward, Maike Morrison, Kyle Russ, Joseph Pad­
ua, Matt Srebnik, Johnny McNamara, Sam Kerri­
gan, Philip Trombley, Alex Cubberley, Mark Co­
chrane, Jonathan Kasper, Eric Klotz, Tom Nazzaro,
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M en s Crew
Mike Poreba, Tyson Pettitt, Dan Leatherbee, Swift 
Corwin, Ian MacDonald, Alex Knuuttunen, Marcel 
Kozlowski, Ben Bancroft, Greg Traquair, Arnold 
Wood, Phil Trzcinski, Ben Ouellette, Andrew Corsi- 
ni, Kevin Bosse, Zach Horris, Brok Griffith
Andrew Corsini
Karah




W o m en s Crew
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MEN CRE  
PORTS 
M en s R ugby
A ll by Jesse Berstein
Frans Anderson, Justin Bartolo, Bobby Bisson, Burton 
Boone, Dan Bombadier, Dave Brefini, Andrew Briers, Mike 
Campbell, Chris Curro, Adam Davenport, Joel Demello, Matt 
Distefano, Steve Desenzo, Jim Dherry, Dana Etherington, 
Matt Foley, Tommy Garside, John Henney, Pat Hussey, Tyler 
Kavanagh,BobbyKechn, Brian Kelley,Tom Kerr-Vanderslice, Eric 
Kingston, Chris Magni, Ben Marcek, Steven Mays, Barry 
McShane, Scott Milley, Ryan Mueller, Brian O'Brian, Joshua 
Paterson, MikeSellarde, Derek Sherburn, Jesse Sherburn, David 
Simons, Steve Teahan, Conor Thomas, Tom Tripilone, Andrew 
Vi ncello, Geoff Wellington, Jon Wing, Matt Destino, Justin Forbes
144 S p o r ts
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Courtesy of Kristina bAarttinen
Emily Jordan, Mary Fiset, Jenna Brugger, Danielle Beddia, Bethany Stafford, Jess Murray, Tania Crindrod, Kristina 
Marttinen, Kristen Hill, Jess Hurley, Michelle Ricci, Kristen Lucey, Jamie Rauschler, Cody Kelley, Sharnese Martin, 
Justine Deming, Chris Frazier, Jess Miele, Lindsey Metcalf, Meaghan Sherlock, Jesse Bernstein, Sophie Weeks, Caroline 
Costello, Chloe Abu-Jaber, Laura Barron, Jennifer DeZenzo, Kiara Jordan, Mallory Murphy, Jessica Whitmore, Kayla 
Winsor
Courtesy of  U N H  W omen’s Rugby
W omen s R ugby
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Katy Hamilton, Julie Costantino, 
Lori Costantino, John Green, John 
Harrington, Andy Mendes, Kyle 
Shaw, Matt Joyce







A ll by Lydia W illiam s
Jess Wikle, Ryan Matuszewski, Kevin Blacker, Russ Orzechows- 
ki, Noah Hoffman, Josh Edwards, Kyle Sellers, Dashiel Morger, 
Megan Bujnowski, Ian Hanley, Dan Bottomley, Kendra Hamel, 
Eric Radlof, Michelle Poirier, Dave Demers, Jessica Berwick, 
Christiann Unger, Katie Everts, Doug Stein, Brain Bailey, John Kubik
W oodsmen
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tion consists of students 
with an interest in nu­
tritional sciences and 
other related fields. 
The goal is to educate 
the university about nu­
trition, promote healthy 
ways of life, and al­
low participants to ex­
perience community 
involvement, leadership 
skills and volunteer ex­
perience, by organiz­
ing activities involved in 
community servicework, 
fund raising for 
charitable causes.
New H am pshire Noteables
The New Hampshire 
Notables isan original, all 
female a cappella group 
at UNH. The group 
is entering its twenty- 
seventh year and still 
going strong. The girls 
perform around cam­
pus, at other schools, 
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Cam pus A ctivities Board
The Campus Activities 
Board creates alternate 
weekend activities for 
students here on cam­
pus. The settings are 
alcohol-free that also 
allow students to give 
themselves a break 
from hitting the books. 
Some of the grat ac­
tivities are "Stress Re­
lief Night," and come­
dian Rob Paravonian.
M ask and Dagger
Mask & Dagger, a 
traditional theatre 
organization, produces, 
directs, designs, casts 
and builds professional 
quality work, and 
provides the UNH 
community with the 
opportunity to
participate in the pro­
duction of these works.
Mask & Dagger fosters 
the idea that theatre is 
a gift, and it is its goal 
to give this gift to the 
University community.
O rganizations
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Project Sunshine is 
a group which pro­
vides a great number 
of free programs and 
services to children 
and families living with 
medical challenges.
Alabaster Blue isthe only 
coed a cappella group 
for all levels on campus. 
It provides an alternative 
option for people look­
ing to further campus 
involvement. AB sup­
ports the ideas of edu­
cation, friendship, and 
work ethic by requiring 
constant feedback from 
its members on how to 
improve on an individ­
ual and group basis. We 
provide a positive outlet 
to further people's cre­
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tee of Popular Enter­
tainment is one of the 
only student run con­
cert organizations in the 
country. Their different 
programs feature con­
certs, comedy shows, 
and other entertain­
ment. This year SCOPE 
put on some great 
events such as Ghost- 
face Killah, Demetri 
Martin, and C. Love & 
Special Sauce. Big hits 
were Drop Kick Mur­
phys and Snoop Dogg.
H epcats Swing Club
The Hepcats invites stu­
dents and community 
members to learn the 
wonderful I art of swing 
dancing. Over the years 
the club has put on some 
spectacular dances 
such as, Daddio's Swing 
Orchestra. Those that 
go to the lessons have 
the opportunity to take 
a break from everyday 
stresses of life and just 
enjoy themselves. No 
matter what skill level, 
it is always possible to 
have fun. The Hepcats 
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Maiden Harmony isanall 
female A Capella group, 
celebrating its sixth 
year on the UNH cam­
pus. The girls are very 
talented, as they ar­
range, rehearse, and 
sing popular music 
and classic tunes to 
perform all over 
campus, in the Dur­
ham community,
and around the 
New England area.
M aiden H armony
W  ' ' '  i
1||1| 1
NSSLHA
NSSLHA's mission is to 
benefit its members by 
improving its sup­
port, promotion,
and advocacy of the 
highest quality prepa­
ration of professionals 
in the speech language 
pathology field. The 
UNH chapter is active in 
volunteering at nurs­
ing home excursions, 
fund-raising activities, 
such as the annual Walk 
by the Sea to benefit 
those with traumatic 
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S isters In Step
_ _ _ _
Sisters in Step is a step 
and hip-hop dance 
team that promotes 
diversity, unity, and 
sisterhood. Its sec­
ond annual fall show 
"Sisters in Step: A New 
York State of Mind" 
brought local musicians, 
poets, dancers, and step- 
perstothe UNH campus.
T he College D emocrats
The purpose of the 
college democrats is 
To educate and moti­
vate UNH students to 
truly think about po­
litical issues. The mem­
bers work together to 
spread the Democrat­
ic ideals of prosper­
ity, justice, and equal­
ity around this campus.
O rganizations
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AIChE
To assist ChE majors 
learn what exactly 
chemical engineers do 
once they graduate. To 
achieve this objective, 
our society organizes 
and sponsors planttours, 
trips to the annual and 
regional AIChE confer­
ences, career seminars, 
and various events in 
which students have the 
opportunity to converse 
with the ChE faculty out­
side of the classroom.
The German Club's main 
goal is to form a Ger­
man community to help 
us to better understand 
both the German cul­
ture and language, and 
at the same time to have 
fun! There have been 
movie nights, visits to 
Goethe Institute and the 
Busch-Reisinger Muse­
um, and celebrations of 
St. Nikolaus Day. Mem­
bers taught German to 
children in elementary, 
























T au B eta P i
The New Hampshire 
Alpha chapter of Tau 
Beta Pi provides tutor­
ing sessions and tours to 
many of the College of 
Engineering and Physi­
cal Sciences students 
and future students. 
The chapter desires to 
establish a relationship 
with a local grade school 
and start a mentoring 
program with children 
grades K-6 to encour­
age engineering as a 
profession.
M0SAI00
MOSAICO is dedicated 
to educating the stu­
dents at UNH about 
Latino culture and heri­
tage. The members in­
volve themselves in dif­
ferent educational and 
social programs and 
events. Salsa Night was 
a great event to teach 
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M ain Street M agazine
Main Street Magazine is 
the UNH's only student 
life and pop culture 
publication. The staff 
and contributors are 
involved with atleast 
one aspects of maga­
zine publication, from 
writing to layout de­
sign to promotion. The 
magazine strives to 
appeal to the entire stu­
dent body by provid­
ing a varied content of 
articles and stories, 
such as features, 
news, essays, profiles, 
humor and fiction.
UNH FOR ONE
UNH for ONE is a stu­
dent orgranization that 
promotes the ideas of 
The ONE campaign. 
Those who are in­
volved hope to raise 
awareness of Global 
AIDS and poverty. The 
group hald a view­
ing of the movie "And 





















Up T il Dawn
Up til Dawn helps 
raise money for St. 
Jude's. Its main fund­
raiser is a letter 
writing party held each 
fall. Students from all 
over campus gather 
together to address pre­
written letters to family 
and friends asking for 
donations to the hospi- 
ta, which provides free 
care for all the pa­
tients. St. Jude's re­
search has helped to 
increase childhood- 
cancer survival rates.
Student Senate strives 
to act as the voice of the 
studentbody. Thegroup 
represents those opin­
ions of students to the, 
administration, faculty, 





















STAND serves as an 
umbrella organization 
for student groups active 
in promoting awareness 
advocating for an end to 
the current genocide 
in Darfur, Sudan and 
working to create a 
permanent anti-geno­
cide student movement. 
The group is working 
on an Ask the Candi­
dates campaign, univer­
sity divestment, movie 
showings, lobbying NH 
senators to pass current 
legislationforDarfur,and 
hosting speakers who 
are well-informed on 
the serious issue.
D iversity Support Coalition
The Diversity Support 
Coalition addresses the 
needs of those who are 
statistically underrepre­
sented because of and/ 
oraffected by institution­
alized oppression based 
on their social identities.
a I I vRKPs f j  
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IVERSITY UPPORT DALITION 
The Student Access 
Network is a student 
run organization that 
provides equiptment 
and training for students 
to create programs 
for the UNH cam­
pus television station.
Scan T v
The Peace and Jus­
tice League is a 
student run org
devoted to informingthe 
U N H ' s c o m m u n i t y  
about social and 
p o l i t i c a l  
justice issues. Its
purpose is to increase 
awareness about lo­
cal, national, and global 
issues of peace and 
justice. The group 
participates in events like 
bi-weekly peace vigils, 
film series, we have host­
ed an award winning 
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Alliance is a division 
of the Diversity Sup­
port Coalition. The 
organization is a open 
community for GLBT+ 
students. They also 
work to raise aware­





The Student Activity Fee 
Commitee has thirteen 
business managers. The 
fee this year was $92. 
SAFC helps fund the stu­
dent run organizations 
and the events they put 

















Hillel is the center 
for Jewish life on the 
UNH campus. The 
group works to have a 
more tolerant and in­
clusive environment. 
Members take part in 
holiday celebrations, 
cultural events and 
community members.
P re-Dental A ssociation
The Pre-Dental Society 
unites students with an 
interest in dental medi­
cine to become more 
aware of opportunities 
pertaining to and the 
process of becoming 
a dental professional.
As a member of the 
Pre-Dental Society, one 
is exposed to volun­
teering opportunities, 
guest speakers, events, 
mock interviews, study 
groups and much 
more. The group 
works to make more 
opportunities avail­
able to the members.
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RGANIZATIONS 
Golden K ey Society
UNH's Golden Key In­
ternational Honour So­
ciety is a prestigious ac­
ademic honor society, 
which strives to unite 
UNH students and 
Seacoast communities 
through our dedication 
to engage in community 
service. UNH members 
of Golden Key attribute 
the following qualities 
of a well-rounded col­





I mprov A nonymous
Improv Anonymous 
provides free comedy 
shows as a safe alter­
nate to drinking.
O r g a n iz a t io n s






















founded in Spring 
'07, organizes the 
Energy Waste Watch 
Challenge, a competi­
tion between dorms to 
reduce energy and wa­
ter usage. The group 
works on issues such as 
recycling, food waste, 
energy effeciency, fair 
trade, consumerism, 
and repect for nature. 
The goup hopes to 
increase environemtnal 
awareness throughout 
UNH and the Durham 
community in thefuture.
E oological A dvocates
H ealth Outreach
The Health Outreach 
Club works wihth local 
healthcare profession­
als with the goal of in­
forming and educating 
communities in New 
England about different 
health-related issues.



















UNH's French Club is a 
place for Francophiles 
to come together and 
share their appreciation 
for the French language 
and culture. Major 
events include National 
French Week and an 
annual trip to Quebec 
City. Through conversa­
tion, movie and crepe 
nights, and trips to the 
Museum of Fine Arts, 
members increase their 
knowledge of French 
life, strengthen speaking 
skills, and connect with 
students and faculty 
who find French to be 
simply maginifique.
Oxfam  A merica
Oxfam America is an
international relief or­
ganization. The group 
works to find solutions 
for problems which in­
cludes but is not limited 
to only small farmers, 
workers' rights, oil and 
other natural resourc­
es, peace and security, 
women's equality, in­
digenous and minority 
rights, global trade and 
aid reform.
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L eadership Banquet
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 RGANIZA TIO NS 
Held on April 22, 2008, the Lead­
ership Banquet honors different 
organizations and the members 
of those organizations for their 
tremendous hard work through­
out the 2007-2008 academic 
year. Performances were put on 
by Alabaster Blue and Sisters in 
Step. Awards include Commu­
nity Service Project of the Year, 
Campus Collaboration Award, 
Outstanding Media/Publication 
Award, Program of the Year, New 
Student Organization of the Year, 
Community Service Organization 
of the Year, The Phoenix Award, 
"Reaching Up & Out" Theme 
Award, Advertising of the Year 
Award, Student Leader of the 
Year, Donald F. Harley Scholar­
ship Award, Unsung Hero Award, 
Faculty/Staff Advisor of the Year 
and UNH's Best Award. Congrat­
ulations to all of the recipients!
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The Granite Yearbook staff works year round to produce and publish this gift, The , for their fellow peers. Each
graduating senior receives a copy of their edition in the winter, paid for by the Student Activity Fee, while underclass­
men, staff and the public alike are able to purchase a copy for a small fee.
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A lpha Ch i Omega
The Alpha Tau chapter was 
founded at UNH in 1924 and 
is one of 133 chapters nation 
wide. Academics, financial re­
sponsibility, leadership ability, 
character, and personal devel- 
opmentare values that each one 
of our sisters proudly upholds 
while always trying to improve 
such values. AXO is continu­
ously involved in philanthropic 
events such as fundraising for 
the fights against breast cancer 
and cystic fibrosis, supporting 
victims of domestic violence, 
as well as participation in blood 
drives, pancake breakfasts, Re­
lay for Life, and several other 
community events.
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The Mu Alpha chapter of the Chi Omega Sorority is a tightly knit sisterhood that prides itself in six main pur­
poses: friendship, high standards of personnel, sincere learning and creditable scholarship, participation in 
campus activities, career development and community service. The girls participate in many fun events includ­
ing a trip to Boston to see Sheer Madness, a Celtic's game, a World Serie's party and construction of a Home­
coming float. They also came in first place for the entrance way category in Light Up Durham. In addition, 
they support their national philanthropy Make-A-Wish with such events as Mr. UNH, an Easter Egg Hunt and 
volunteering at a Bibibty Mutual amily Picnic and Fundraiser. The sisters are dedicated in donating their time 
around campus whenever needed. This includes blood drives, participation in the Jukebox and dancing with 
the elderly at Sprucewood's annual Valentine's Day dance. Chi Omega is a group of enthusiastic young ladies 
who strive to make a difference in the community.
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A lpha P h i
The Alpha Phi Sorority was found­
ed in October of 1872 at Syracuse 
University. UNH's chapter was 
founded in 1986, living in a house 
on Strafford Ave. The Lily of the 
Valley and the Forget-Me-Not are 
Alpha Phi's flowers.The girls have 
done many things to help support 
their philanthropy, Women's Car­
diac Care and Research.
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Lambda Ch i A lpha
AXA Established locally in 1918, Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity is 
the longest-running recognized fraternity at the University 
of New Hampshire. The objectives of Lambda Chi Alpha 
are the establishment of a brotherhood for the cultivation 
of good will among men, the fostering of the highest ideals 
of patriotism, the acquirement of sound learning, and the 
observance of the laws of God. Every fall, Lambda Chi Al­
pha participates in the North American Food Drive, which 
to date has raised nearly 30 million pounds of food. In the 
spring, Lambda Chi Alpha hosts the annual Teeter-totter- 
a-thon to raise money for cancer research in memory of 
brother Brian Hannafin. Lambda Chi Alpha is always look­
ing to recruit young men of high morale character to pre­
pare the leaders of tomorrow.
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P h i M u D elta
The Nu Beta chapter of Phi Mu Delta is located at 21 Madbury Rd, Durham, NH. Its members make a strong 
commitment to academic excellence, community service, philanthropy, as well as building lifelong friendships 
among members. Each member of Phi Mu Delta recognizes three core values, which distinguishes themselves 
from other fraternity house chapter members. These values are Democracy, Service and Brotherhood. With 
these values in mind, Phi Mu Delta participates in the "Adopt a Highway" program each semester and cleans 
a stretch of highway along Route 155A. Phi Mu Delta also raises money annually for their national charity, St. 
Jude's Children's Hospital.
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Sigma A lpha
The Beta Kappa Chapter of the 
Sigma Alpha Professional Agri­
cultural Sorority was activated 
on January 12, 2008. The sis­
ters are extremely active in the 
community, promoting aagri- 
culture as their number one 
priority. This year, the girls 
held a Thanksgiving Dinner 
Basket raffle to benefit Heifer 
International. They have also 
worked with school districs to 
give presentations about agri­
culture to elementary school 
students. The sisters have also 
held movie nights and social 
events with other agricultural 
organizations on campus. The 
Beta Kappas come from all over 
and are united in their passion 
for agriculture.
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A lpha X i Delta
Alpha Xi Delta's vision is "inspiring women 
to realize their potential." Therefore, the 
girls dedicate themselves to helping their 
members maximize their own strengths 
and talents while offering a sisterhood that 
is meaningful, genuine and fun. Alpha Xi 
Delta's Tau chapter received its char­
ter here at the University of New 
Hampshire in 1914. Their house is 
located on the corner of Strafford Ave.
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ment and serves in the 
Durham community. 
The coucil also devel­
ops policy, promotes 
e d u c a t i o n a l  








Council serves as the 
administrtive body for 
the Panhellenic sorority 
chapters on the UNH 
campus. It is composed 
of delegates from each 
of the five Panhellenic 
chapters as well as 
elected officers. They 
work toward building 
a stronger greek 
c o m m u n i t y ,  
through campus
nvolvement,community 
i n v o l v e m e n t ,  
philanthrpy and service.
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From 2007-2008, the Kappa Delta Sorority has 
had many achievements including, Chapter of 
the Year, Risk Management Award, Campus 
Involvement Award, and Community Service and 
Philanthropy Award. Individuals like Katherine 
Steere, Alanna Bianculli, Lauren Bjorkman and 
Rachel Burack received the great titles of Greek 
Woman of the Year, Sophomore of the Year, 
Unsung Hero Award, Pillars of Athena Academic 
Award. Their national philanthropies are Prevent 
Child Abuse America, Girl Scouts of America, 
and Partnership with the Dove Self-Esteem Fund. 
Kappa Delta held a Flag football tournament 
and Greek God to benefit Prevent Child Abuse 
America. The girls have also participated in Relay for 
Life, UNH Energy Challenge, Take Back the Night, 
Habitat for Humanity, and Homecoming 2007.
K appa D elta
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A lpha Gam m a  R ho
Alpha Gamma Rho was founded at Ohio State in the fall of 1904 as a general agricultural fraternity, the 
name clearly deriving from the word "AGRiculture." Today, Alpha Gamma Rho is one of the nations lead­
ing social/professional Fraternities with over 70 chapters as well as many colonies and interest groups. 
On April 21 st 1924, the local Beta Sigma Alpha affiliated with Alpha Gamma Rho National and the Omega Chap­
ter was born. Membership is comprised mostly of agricultural students, but students are admitted from other 
collegesofthe University aswell. Alpha Gamma Rho prides itself on its longand respectable history atthe University. 
Each year Alpha Gamma Rho completes many community service hours, volunteering at and coordinating 
such events as the Lee Fishing Derby, the Lee Easter Egg Hunt, Say What? Karaoke, Greek SHARPP Lip-Sync, 
Durham Clean Up, and multiple service hours performed by individual brothers. Money is donated to the New 
HampshireStateFFAaswellasLeukemiaand Lymphoma, ournationalPhilanthropyeachyear.Currently, AGRworks 
to continue to be proud part of the UNH Greek Community, keepingthecleanestand most aesthetically appealing 
house and holdingvarioussocial events. In 2007 AGR won the Greek RiskManagementand Accountability Award.
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Pi K appa A lpha
Pi Kappa Alpha is a leading organization 
on the UNH Campus. In the past year 
they have participated in many philan­
thropy events and have a brotherhood 
that is very active in aspect of the UNH 
community. Brothers currently hold 
leadership positions in such groups as 
The International Society of Pharmaceu­
tical Engineers, and SIGNAL. As a broth­
erhood, they completed over 800 hours 
of community service this year as well as 
raise over $3300 for the Make a Wish 
Foundation. Pike brothers pride them­
selves on being scholars, leaders, ath­
letes, and gentlemen at UNH and will 
continue with their history of excellence 
for many years to come.
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T au K appa E psilon
Orignally founded at the II- 
linois-Weslyan University on 
January 10,1899, Tau Kappa 
Epsilon is the world's largest 
fraternity. TKE was founded 
at UNH on January 1, 1932 
and with over sixty members, 
it is the largest fraternity on 
campus. TKE is committed 
to academic excellence, in­
volvement in the community 
and philanthropy. "Not for 
wealth, rank, or honor but 
for personal worth and char­
acter."
STFB C
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S igma Nu
The lota Sigma chapter of the Sigma Nu Fraternity was founded on April 4, 1976 and chartered on April 16, 
1977. Over the past thirty years Sigma Nu has initiated over 675 undergraduates and shaped them into the 
men they are today. Sigma Nu, founded in opposition to hazing in 1869, has over 175 chapters in the U.S. 
and Canada. Sigma Nu is based on the principles of Love, Honor and Truth and our motto is Excelling with 
Honor. Our house colors are black, gold, and white. The lota Sigma chapter is known on campus and the 
community for their annual Freedom 5K Road Race with Alpha Xi Delta, which all proceeds go to the Red 
Cross for disaster relief efforts. Sigma Nu follows a selective rush process and has averaged around 40 to 50 
brothers over the past few years. The chapter takes great pride in the life-long relationships created through 
initiation and brotherhood. Sigma Nu's LEAD program (Leadership, Ethics, Achievement, and Development) 
assists in developing our brothers into leaders on campus and the greater community. The large national alumni 
base creates limitless networking opportunities that often assist in both educational and career undertakings.
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The NH Gamma chapter of Sigma Phi Epsilon was founded in the Fall of 
2007 with 15 brothers. The brothers ranged from Freshmen to Seniors 
with a variety of majors across the university. In their first
semester on campus, the brothers were hosts to a variety of events, 
including a charity basketball tournament benefiting the American Red
Cross. The brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon are dedicated to serving the
UNH and Durham community through their ideals of diligence, virtue, 
and brotherly love. Sigma Phi Epsilon was proud to lead the field of 
fraternal academic success with an average GPA of 3.07.
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College of E ngineering and 
P hysical Science
192 CEPS
The College of Engineering and Physical Sciences provides a phe­
nomenal education to its students. It is one of the few schools in 
the country that has created an interdisciplinary education by bring­
ing together mathematics, engineering, physical sciences, and com­
puter science. Classes are generally held in Kingsbury Hall, Parsons, 
Iddles, James Hall, and DeMerritt. This past school year DeMerritt 
hall was undergoing massive renovation. In this college, students 
caan major in a wide range of sciences and mathematics; one stu­
dent may graduate with a B.S. in Electrical Engineering, while an­
other may obtain a degree in Oceanography.
N E S M I T H  H A L L
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Kathryn A llain M ichael A llard
Chemistry Mechanical Engineering
M ich a e l Alukonis 
Civil Engineering
Zachary A nnino Devin A very K yle  A very Daniel Banakos Stephanie Baratt
Mechanical Engineering Computer Science Civil Engineering Mechanical Engineering Civil Engineering
E rin  B a r r e t t  
Mathematics - Education
M a tth e w  Begley  
Civil Engineering
D am ir Begovic 
Chemical Engineering
A lexan der B e ll  
Chemical Engineering
R obert Bisson 
Mechanical Engineering
Am anda Brown 
Physics
M ich a e l Brown  
Computer Science
A lex  Bushong 
Civil Engineering
S co tt Caisse 
Computer Engineering









































M ich a e l Chervincky 
Civil Engineering
R yan Carney 
Mechanical Engineering
D aniel C a rte r  
Mechanical Engineering
Andrew C attan o  
Civil Engineering
E rik  Chase 
Mathematics - Education
J .R  Collins A m y  Conaty E lisabeth Conley L indsay Goppa Jennalynn Coulp-Y u
Civil Engineering Civil Engineering Interdisciplinary Math Mechanical Engineering Chemical Engineering
Justin Courcy 
Mechanical Engineering
T yler Crowe A lison DeGotis
Civil Engineering Earth Science
Brandon Courcy 
Mechanical Engineering
D aniel Dem ers 
Mathematics - Education
A ndrea Desm arais 
Mathematics - Education




P e te r  D iSalvo  
Mechanical Engineering
M a rk  D em m itt 
Civil Engineering
1 9 4  cep s
YAN ARNEY
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o puter Science 
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ETER I ALVO 
echanical ngineering 
Sarah Doiron M ichael Donnelly
Mathematics - Education Civil Engineering
K a itly n  E a e ra ti  
Mathematics
Cyrus Esm aelli 
Electrical Engineering
Jonathan D yer  
Civil Engineering
Etna F a lte r  
Computer Science
Christopher Fam o lare  
Mechanical Engineering
Colin Fischer  
Mechanical Engineering




Janine F ra sch e tti  
Earth Science
A lyssa Gage 
Mathematics - Education
Susan Gagliardi James Gealy
Mechanical Engineering Electrical Engineering
B ritta n y  Giles-Huntsberger 
Civil Engineering
Rebecca H aley  
Civil Engineering
John H eaney  
Civil Engineering
Jennifer F u lto n  
Civil Engineering
C harles Green 
Computer Science
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A dam K arlgren Zachary K elton L ogan K enney
Mechanical Engineering Electrical Engineering Civil Engineering
T revor Knott P eter Kraukun Benjamin L arson
Civil Engineering Civil Engineering Chemical Engineering
'
M ich a e l Klisz  
Chemical Engineering
Z I
Christopher L eBlanc Kenneth L emarier
Mathematics Education Civil Engineering
G ary Lem ay  
Civil Engineering
S ara  Linooln 
Mechanical Engineering
Benjamin L ascelle  
Computer Science
N orm an Losh 
Civil Engineering
A aron L owell M egan M acdonald
Civil Engineering Mathematics - Education
Kyle  M alone M ichaeil M artinell M ichael M cGurl
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P a trick  M e lv in  
Mechanical Engineering
E ric  M esm er  
Mechanical Engineering
E ric M ikula Damon M iller A ndrew M itchell
Computer Science Mathematics - Education Civil Engineering
Jerem y M izzau  
Electrical Engineering
Z ach ary  M o rriss  
Mechanical Engineering
Jessica M u rra y  
Mechanical Engineering




R ob ert O’M e a r a  J r  
Mechanical Engineering
Brian Oakes Christopher P avelko Jared P erkins A lexander P errott
Civil Engineering Civil Engineering Mechanical Engineering Earth Science
Nicholas P etillo T haddeus P ietkiewicz Joshua P lante
Mathematics Civil Engineering Electrical Engineering
Justin P leva M ichael P oreba
Chemistry Mechanical Engineering
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Jeef P roodian L aura P uderbaugh Brian P ushee Se t h Quarrier
Chemical Engineering Mathematics A rchitechtural Technology Physics
CORINNE SaDLOWSKI 
Chemistry
Joseph Sager Diana Saly  
Mathematics
Geoffrey Sanford  
Civil Engineering
T o rrie  Schwab 
Civil Engineering
N icholas Schw ertner 
Wildlife Management
N icholas Skianes 
Civil Engineering
Larissa Sm ith  
Mathematics - Secondary Education
Jason S teele  
Mathematics - Education
Christopher Storro Samantha Sutton K eith  Swenson




M aran d a  Stacey  
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JASDN STEELE 
























ARISSA MITH ARANDA TACEY 
t ti  condaY1J ti  t ti  ondaY1J ti  
KEITH SWENSON URTIS TASKER 
o puter Science o puter Science 
Fernando Vazquez 
Mechanical Engineering
D m itri T sentalovich  
Chemical Engineering
R au l V ega Jr. 
Computer Science
N ath an  Turns 
Mechanical Engineering
D anielle V igneau lt 
Chemical Engineering
M a tth e w  V a lle  
Civil Engineering
Christopher Vaughn  
Earth Science
Evin W illiam s  
Mechanical Engineering
----------------------
D aniel W ani 
Chemistry
L au ra  Woodbury 
Mechanical Engineering
H a z a l Y o lg a  
Mathematics
N icholas Zoppo 
Civil Engineering
P atrick  Zoppo 
Civil Engineering
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College of L iberal A rts
The College of Liberal Arts is a well blended mix of interests includ­
ing the performing arts, education, and an array of languages. This 
wide range of majors allows for COLA to be the largest college here 
at UNH. Most classes are held in Hamilton Smith, Murkland, Co- 
nant, Horton, and the Paul Creative Arts Center. Students are often 
involved heavily with the campus community while still excelling 
in academics. They are able to receive a well rounded education 
because of their community-based activities. Students also tend to 
study abroad during their time at UNH. Liberal Arts Majors leave 
UNH after four years with a great outlook and lots of applicable life 
experience.
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Jennifer A gro A bby A keley
Italian Studies Psychology
Jeffrey  A bkow tz  
Journalism
Am anda A ger  
Journalism
K ath erin e A lexan der  
Psychology
A drena A ltoom an  
Communication
Chelsea A m ato  
Linguistics




J illia n  Andrews 
History
Silas A rch am b au llt 
Sociology
Geoffrey A rnold  
Psychology
Yvonne A ubert 
Music Education
S arah  A rnold  
Sociology: Justice Studies
S a ra  Arnoudse 
Spanish
L aila Bailout 
H istory




K e lly  B ailey  
Psychology
Gregory B a r r e t te  
Communication
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E lizab eth  B arth olom ew  
English
H e a th e r  B atzn er  
Anthropology
Siepham e B asler  
Studio Arts
R ob ert Beck 
Communication
Stephanie B arton e  
Psychology: Justice Studies
Abbie Beaulieu  
Psychology
Sarah  B asse tt  
Psychology
Devin Begley  
Spanish
Stacey B atch eld er  
Psychology
Am anda Bemis 
Psychology
A nders B enson T homas B ergeron Sarah Berman Jacob B ethune Christopher B ianco
Music Education Phiolosphy Philosophy Music Education Political Science
Elizab eth  Biddle 
Communication
Remy Black  
Sociology
\ l
Rebekah B lanch ard  
Psychology
B ridget Bohnson 
Sociology
i
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EMY LACK
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B ritta n y  B oisvert 
Psychology
E lean o r B oisvert 
Psychology
N olan Bonvouloir 
Music Education
M a rle n a  B rash  
Sociology
Jessica Breen  
Music Education
R ach el Bressoud 
English




Jason Brown  
Psychology
R ach el B rodeur 
Theatre
M egh an Brown 
Communication
Christian Browne Kyle Bruen K ara Buck K imberly Bury
Geography Communication Sociology Music Education
Ka t e ly n Bush K risten Butterfield Daniel Buttrick Shannon B yrne A m y  Calderwood
Psychology: Justice Studies Psychology Communication Sociology: Justice Studies History
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M a rk  Caliguri 
Communication




M eredith Campbell Kristin Camuso Sabrina Cardin
Psychology Communication English Journalism
M a y a  C a rte r  
Anthropology






H enry Casey 
H istory
A lexan drea Castino 
Justice Studies
Jo el Cham berlain  
Political Science




Brooke Chrzan  
Political Science













































M a e v e  Connell 
Art History
M ich a e l Connolly 
Psychology
M a tth e w  C orbett 
Spanish
I
K risten  Connelly 
Psychology
D anielle Costanza 
Music Education
Cameron C ota  
Sociology




S ara  Coyne 
Communication
I
Jam es Goughenour 
Political Science
Chelsea Cox Ja im e  Cox
Psychology Sociology
Nioole Cummings Crystal Czaja Kevin D’E ntremont A nna M aria DaCosta
Music Education Communication Communication Psychology
L ori Costantino
Political Science
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ARA ROSBY 
liti l i  
ELISSA AUlSTA 
English 
T ary n  D ailey  
Humanities
Stefanie D andurant 
Psychology
A nthony DeGennaro 
English
E rin  Davis 
Theatre
K eri DeLuca 
Psychology
K enneth Daynard  
English Teaching




E m ily  Dewey 
Womens Studies
Richard Drenkhahn J r  
Communication










Dana D ietrich  
Communication
K acy D otoli 
History
D anielle DiFranoo 
Psychology: Justice Studies
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RJN AVTS 
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R ach el E lias  
Theatre
M oham ed E lM arzo u k i 
Communication
L indsey E wald T homas F aiella K aitlyn F ailon Ca itlinF arell
Psychology History English Theatre
Jennifer Em erson  
History
Brittany F ecteau E m ily  F ekete K imberly F ereira Jessica F erreira
Womens Studies Geography Political Science Psychology: Justice Studies
L au ra  F aw cett  
Political Science
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IMBERLY EREIRA
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A bby F ournier M atthew  F rancoeur Justin F redenburg Jessie F rench
Psychology Philosophy Theatre Psychology: justice Studies
S arah  Fucigna 
Sociology
M erced es Gaffney 
European Cultural Studies




M elissa  Gaugert 
German
Annm arie Gaffney 
Sociology
J esse Gehling Katelyn Gelineau Samuel George
English Psychology Theatre
Sabrina Giannattasio Se a n Giardino Sk y Gidge E m ily  Gifford
Psychology Music Education Journalism Geography












































K ath leen  G ilbert 
History
M a tth e w  G illis  
English






Ow e n Glotzer M eghan Glynn K rista Gnong M egan Godin Caitlin Gontarz
Psychology History Communication Theatre English
Jacqueline Goodall F elicity Goodrich Daniel Goterch M ary Grace Juliana Grasselli
Psychology English Psychology Communication Psychology
Christopher Green John Green L aura Griswold A llen Guilford III  A shley Gustafson
History History Theatre Sociology Communication
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Christopher H aas  
English Journalism
E llen H aebler 
H istory




Craig Hanson Jacqueline H arrington
Psychology Psychology
M egh an Hastings 
Psychology
A rthur H awxhurst 
H istory
E rin H arrison Julia H aslauer
Spanish English
E rin H ealey Stephanie H ebert
Psychology History




M elan ie  Henn 
Political Science
Brandy H ines Kara H inrichs
Womens Studies
Kim berly H oag  
Psychology
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BRANDY INES 

















V alerie H opper Jemmy H ouston
Psychology Studio Arts
E lizabeth  How ard  
Music Education
H elen  H ocknell 
English Journalism
Am anda Howe 
English
Jam ie Howes 
Psychology: Justice Studies
--------- 1
Lindsey H u nt 
History
R eilly  Ingham  
Psychology
Chelsea Irwin  
Psychology
D anielle Isra e l  
Psychology








A riana Johnston  
Spanish
L au ra  Jones 
Political Science
C hristopher Ives  
Philosophy
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Elizabeth  Joseph 
English
B lair Joyal Katelyn Karr T yler Kavanagh
Communication Psychology International Affairs
Jesse Kearns 
English
E m ily  K elley  
Psychology
Colm K elly  
Geography
H ila ry  K e lle r  
Psychology
B rian  K elley  
Psychology
Ryann K elley  
Communication
Sean K e lly  
Psychology
K atie  K e ls a ll  
English Teaching
M a tth e w  K elly  
Communication
K ately n  K ern  
Music Education
A drian K errison  
Communication
K ailey K iritsy A dam Knoll A lex K offler K elley K ossakoski Demetri Kouloheras





































L isa Kratoville Jessica K ukla David K utz L uke K yle  Courtney L abbe
Psychology Humanities English Communication French
K erry L ajoie L auri L annan H eidi L aP anne D iana L aurenitis-Bonaoci
Political Science Fine Arts Psychology Geography
K imberly L auter Jennifer L avalliere
Psychology Psychology
David L eary  
Communication
Brien L eary  
Sociology: Justice Studies
K yle L eary  
Geography
Natalie L eavitt Julian  L eB lanc T avia L ee-Goldstein Deborah L em ire  Rebecca L eupo
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Colleen L ewis Kaitlyn L ewis M ichael L ichten Jessica L izotte Derek L lyod
Theatre Anthropology History Spanish Political Science
David Long 
Sociology
K evin L outtit Caitlin L owry K aitlin L utar L incoln L ynch IV
Political Science Journalism Political Science Psychology: Justice Studies
Ian  M acD onald  
History
Skye M acK ay  
Sociology: Justice Studies
Catherine M acP h erson  
Psychology
Shauna M ahoney  
Sociology: Justice Studies
L ynne M acdonald 
H istory
Zayed M a h r a  
Sociology
B ianca M alfitano Kendra M alizia Stephanie M alley Kathryn M ann
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ATHRYN ANN 
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Kristen M arino A shley M arks T racy M artens Colleen M artin Colleen M artin
Psychology Journalism Political Science Political Science Music Education
Jacob M a rv e lle y  
Political Science
T h eresa M astrofillip p o  
Psychology
M e re d ith  M au s  
Anthropology
W illiam  M eub  
Psychology
M ich a e l M cCann  
Communication
M ich a e l M e r r i l l  
English Teaching
Christopher M oClurg
Samantha M cCracken R ebecca M cCullough L auren M elby
Communication Communication Political Science
N icholas M ia le  
Communication
A llison M ichaud A ndrea M iers Dagan M igirdich M a r y M ihovan
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ic ti  
ICHOLAS IALE 
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s l  
ARY IHOVAN 
International ff irs 
N athan-Edw ard M il le r  
Political Science
A shley M ille y  
Psychology
Joshua M in ty  
History
M a rle n a  M ira b e lla  
Spanish
Kim berly M onaco  
Communication
A nthony M on terisi 
Sociology: Justice Studies
Ryan M oody  
Psychology
A lison M oo ers  
Psychology
E lizab eth  M oon  
Communication
D aniel M o o re  
Political Science
K risten  M o o re  
Communication
M eghan M ootrey
Communication
S arah  M organ  
Psychology: Justice Studies
A bra M o o re  
English
D aniel M o rris  
Psychology
T anner M o sh er  
Psychology
Am anda M oussa  
Music Education
Stephanie M ovsesian  
Psychology
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ANNER OSHER
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EGHAN OOTREY 
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MANDA OUSSA 
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Lisa M ijlvey  
French
M ich a e l M unsey 
Classics
Am anda Nadeau 
Psychology
K atie  Nakanishi 
Psychology
Julie N a v a rra  
Psychology




D anielle Ndcon 
Psychology






Daniel O’H ara 
H istory
A shley Owens 
Psychology




M a rk  Page  
Sociology: Justice Studies
M a r y  O’Brien  
Psychology
C hristopher O’H a ra  
English
B ry an  O u e lle tte  
Communication
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SHLEY WENS 
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ARK ACE 
ciology: Justice tudies 
A p ril P aq u ette  
English
K endra Paquin 
Psychology
Anna P a rk e r  
History
A p ril Pagnani 
English Teaching
M ichael P appo
Communication
M a tth e w  P a s te r  
Communication
Jessica P aterso n  
Studio Arts
Jannie P a t te n  
Psychology
C hristina Pau li 
English Teaching
Guy Pederzani III  
History
D ylan P e rr ie r  
Political Science
L indsey P eterson Kathryn P etrozzi
English Psychology
K irstyn  P eterson  
Communication
Anna P eterson  
History
E th a n  Pierce  
Music Education
L aura P ires Danielle P izzo
Political Science Political Science
Elizab eth  Plagem an  
Communication
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HRISTINA HILBRICK 
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t rt  
NNA ETER'DN 
i t r  
THAN IERCE 
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Jason P o llack  
Sociology
Virginia P o lle y  
Psychology
G ary P o r te r  
Communication
Am anda P o t te r  
Anthropology
P a u l P la n te  Jr. 
Political Science
Christopher P rice Carl P rintzlau A ngela P uorro
Political Science English Teaching Psychology




Christopher Regan K imberly Reifeiss
Communication Music Education
A d ria Reimer-Nicholosi 
Sociology: Justice Studies





C atherine Reno 
International Affairs
Nicole R eola  
Music Education
K risten  Rheaume 
Psychology
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IRGINIA OUEY
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RISTEN HEAUME 
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OROTHY HODES 
liti l i  
Gregory R ichardson Samantha R iem er  Jenna R iley
English Political Science Psychology
R ach el Ripperger 
Psychology
Colt .F.an Robertson  
Sociology
Chloe R ochon Sarah R omac K imberly R omano B ianca R omero Katherine R oy
Spanish Psychology Political Science Communication Music Education
R ob ert Russ 
Theatre
M elissa  R oyer  
Sociology
A lexan d ra Rung 
English
Jennie R u n d lett 
Communication
Sam uel Rutigliano  
Political Science
Catherine Salerno  
English Journalism
David Sam ra  
Philosophy
Devin R yan James Sachetta Niki Sakkas
Psychology Psychology English Teaching
COLA 221
ELISSA OYER 
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Am anda Schwarz  
Psychology
Am anda S c o tt  
Psychology
Renee S cu te lla ro  
History
M egan S e ll  
Communication
Tam m iann S earle  
Sociology
T imothy Shannon K yle Shaw Donald Shedd Jonathan Sheehan Colleen Sheridan
History Psychology Sociology: Justice Studies Geography Political Science
A lexan d er Shore  
Psychology
Jaclyn  Sm allwood  
Communication
A licia  S h otw ell 
Political Science
S arah  Sm ets  
Sociology
Jennifer Silva M aria Simoes Jessica Simpson
English English Teaching Art History
Daniel Sm ith  E lizabeth Smith  E lizabeth Sm ith









































Kailynn Sm ith  
Spanish
K ristin a Sm ith  
Psychology
C aiilin  Southm ayd  
History
M egan St. Germain 
Communication
S h irley  Sm ith  
Anthropology
Danielle St. Jean Jonathan Starr R achel Stern M olly Stuart
German Music Education Studio Arts English
B rian  Stucker 
Psychology
Kim berly Suarez  
Psychology
Elizab eth  T ager  
English
N oel Tague 
English
Siobhan Sullivan  
Anthropology
Christine T a rtig a lia  
Anthropology
L au ra  Sullivan  
Psychology
Jam es Tautkus  
Political Science
Selina T a y lo r  
Psychology
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t l  
HRISTINE ARTIGALIA 
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JAMES AUIKUS 
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ELINA AYLOR 
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Am anda T eggart 
Communication
H e a th e r  T ille y  
Psychology
D elia T eahan  
Spanish
S o ott Thibodeau 
Music Education
W hitney Topueee 
Psychology
E ric  T racy  
Sociology: Justice Studies
J ill T rahon Courtney T rudeau H enry U nderwood
Communication Theatre Geography
Gory V arney  
Communication
Sam antha V eilleu x  
Communication
Kori V aillan co u rt  
English
M a r g a re t  V a lle e  
English
Em ily  V an M ald en  
Art History
Sarah V eilleux A nna V isoano A nnM arie W ahlen E rin W alford Jennifer W all
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li  
NNA ISJANO 




MILY  AN ALDEN
t i t  







i ti  
RIN w ALFDRD 






i ti  
JENNIFER AU 
ic ti  
C arly  W engrover 
Sociology: justice Studies
R ach el W alsh  
Political Science
K a te ly n  W ard  
Theatre
M elissa  W e lu v e r  
Sociology
Julia W alsh  
Communication: Business Application
T y le r  W en tw orth  
Political Science
David W etm ore  
Journalism




L indsay W hitelaw  
H istory
Jam ie W h ite  
Communication
B rad ford  W h ite  J r  
English
K ath leen  Wiggin 
Psychology
Am anda Wiggins 
Sociology
A ndrea Wigozki 
English
Lindsay W iley  
Sociology: Justice Studies
A ndreas Wilkinson 
Psychology
M a r y  W ill  
Spanish
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V anessa W illiams - E m ily  W insor K eri W olfe
Communication Psychology History
M a tth e w  Z a v a la  
Sociology
R ach el W oodward 
English Teaching
A lexan d ra Zona 
Psychology
K atherine Z immern Julia Zuckerman 
Theatre
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Gollege of L ife  S ciences and 
A griculture
The College of Life Sciences and Agricul­
ture has a vast amount of majors. Majors 
in COLSA range from Resource Economics 
and Development to Molecular Biology, 
with many others in between. Because 
COLSA wants each of it's students to ex­
perience their majors, the farms, forests, 
and greenhouses on the UNH campus are 
put into great use. Since New Hampshire 
has a diverse envrionment, all majors in 
COLSA get the opportunity to benefit fro 
experiential learning. Classes are gener­
ally held in Rudman Hall and Spauld­
ing Hall with many hands-on classes in 
the Livestock Center and greenhouses.
228 COLSA
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Sarah A dams
Biology
M a rc ia  A h lgren  
Nutritional Sciences
A n ita  Ancic 
Medical Laboratory Science
K e rry  A lb rech t  
Zoology
E lisabeth  A ntanavich  
Biochemistry
J illian A rmstrong Johan A ske V ictoria A viles P eter Babonis
Marine Biology Environmental Studies International Tourism Development Zoology
M arian n e B ajor  
Nutritional Sciences
fi .
John B aker  
Microbiology
K e rry  B aptiste  
Equine Science
K atherine B iery K evin  B lacker
Nutrition Soil Science
Ev an  Bercum e  
Environmental Conservation
Stephanie B o g re tt  
Animal Science - 
Preveterinary
COLSA 229
W hitney Bierschenk 
Animal Science
K y le  B aron  
Biology
N icholas Beauchemin  
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A shley B o tto m  
Marine Biology
M icah Brown LeeAnne B u rr  
Marine & Freshwater 
Biology




L o w ell B u rton  
Zoology
L au ra  Byrd  
Environmental Conservation
Am anda Cain 
Pre-Vet
V icto ria  C alia  
Nutritional Science
K erri C a rtie r  
Biology
Caitlin Cavanaugh K imberly Chisholm Jessica Ciaraldi B enjamin Cilley
Animal Science Pre-Vet Animal Science Marine & Freshwater
Biology
R ob ert Citorik  
Microbiology
Benjamin Coffey A celyn Golella
Biochemistry Pre-Vet
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Shannon D ion T ania D iV irgilio
General Biology Biology




Brianne Crowley  
Agricultural Education
E rik a  Culmo 
Marine Biology
E rin  Cubley 
Environmental Conservation
Lau ren Cunningham 
Molecular Cellular & 
Developmental Biology
S arah  Denner 
Animal Science - 
Preveterinary
Jennifer D ickert 
Nutritional Sciences
Stefani Dotson  
Medical Laboratory Science
P e te r  Dwyer 
Biology




M organ  Eastm an  
Zoology




Jean E n o  
Environmental Conservation
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M egan F arrell Stephen F eooa Jonathan F elch Bethany F letcher
Biology Environmental Horticulture Environmental Studies Biology
T ania F a r r a r  
Biochemistry
H e a th e r  Fo ley  
Environmental Conservation




Gormac Griffin  
Environmental Conservation
Christopher G arofalo  
Biology
L iara Goldman Brian Golino Jordan Goodrich E lyse Gordon
Zoology Marine Biology Environmental Studies Nutritional Sciences
M atthew Griset R yan H aley A lison H and Kristin H assard F iona H e
Environmental Economics Biochemistry Nutritional Sciences Biochemistry Biochemistry
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Indira H enley Stephen  H ennigar Sarah H ill Dung H oang
Community Development Nutritional Sciences Biology Biochemistry
Julie Hodgson 
Nutritional Sciences
K ristyn  Jo y al  
Animal Science - 
Preveterinary
K yle H offm an  
Environmental Studies
J i l l  H organ  
Nutritional Sciences
K irsten  Janson 
Nutritional Sciences
Gregory H o w arth  
Biology
M anon Jubinville  
Pre-Vet
D aniel K ahn  
Nutritional Sciences
Cassandra K en n ett 
Animal Science
L a n e K e s te r  
Marine Biology
K ath erin e Kennedy 
Nutritional Sciences
B rad ley  K ieh l 
Marine Biology
Y uko K imura R akshaK ini H eather Kleczek T amra Knapp
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M a tth e w  K ram er  
Microbiology
A shley Ladd  
Bioscience & Technology
K a th ry n  Lanza  
Biology
Em ilie Laston  
Pre-Vet
Ka it lin Lawlor
Biochemistry
N icole Lefebvre  
Biochemistry
Am anda Lavigne 
Animal Science
A m y Lundberg 
Biology
G rant Leu chtn er 
Marine & Freshwater 
Biology
P a u l Levasseur 
Environmental Conservation
M a tth e w  Lubicky 
Marine Biology
Re e d L oyJenna Lobdell 
Biology
C h an tel Lussier 
Pre-Vet
B rian  Lu th i 
Biochemistry
M eghann M acC urrach  
Nutritional Sciences
M u n e w e r  M akinistoglu  
Biology









































L isa M artinello Katrina M aslack R obert M ayo
Marine Biology Molecular Cellular & Medical Laboratory Science
Developmental Biology
Christopher M arsd en  
Marine & Freshwater 
Biology
A ndrea M a r g io tta  
Marine & Freshwater 
Biology
Elise M essier  
Microbiology
JOESPH MeLLONI 
Molecular Cellular & 
Developmental Biology
Am anda M cG ra th  
Nutritional Sciences
P e te r  M cn eil  
Soil Science
Lf.tgh Annf. M cD onald  
Tourism
Jam ie M u lle n  
Nutritional Sciences




K eith  M o rle y  
Biochemistry
K a te  M itc h e ll  
Nutritional Sciences
A udrey Nailor Zachary Noel E lizabeth North
Biology Forestry Nutritional Sciences
R u th  Ogembo 
Biology










































triti l cie ces 
RETA LAFSEN 
Environ ental onservation 
 
K atrin a  Olson 
Biochemistry
R ussell Orzechowski T ravis P aige
Biology: Ecology Evolution & Nutritional Sciences
Behavior
Am anda Parsons  
Biology
R ob ert Pellegrin o  
Biology
Jon P e l le tie r  
General Biology
Stephen  P erros M agen P inault P amela P riestley






K aitlin Reid A shley R ichardson
Nutritional Sciences Nutritional Sciences






O livia Saunders 
Environmental Conservation
Am anda Schalk  
Nutritional Sciences
E lizab eth  S ch arf  
Environmental Conservation
M onika Schmuck 
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ONIKA :.:1-IMocK 
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iology 
A ndrea Simoneau H ayley Sm ith  M artha Sm ith
Zoology Biology Nutritional Sciences
M a tth e w  Sm ith  
Environmental Conservation
M a tth e w  Spielman 
Biology
Kenyon S tra t to n  
Wildlife Management
K e lly  T ard if  
Zoology
W hitney T a y lo r  
Environmental Conservation




Vanessa T h errien  
General Biology
M egh an T rem arch e  
Dairy Management
Andrew V in cello  
Environmental Conservation
Jenna W allis  
Environmental Conservation
C hristopher W arn er  
Marine Biology
S eth  W ile  
Wildlife Management
M ich a e l W ilm o t  
Biochemistry
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JENNA AfJJS 
vir e t l onservation 
AYLEY MITH
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L inda W ooten X u  Y ang
Animal Science Biology





Jong Y u  
Microbiology




















College of H ealth and 
H uman S ervices
H E W I T T  H A L L
The School of Health and Human Services has numer­
ous majors that all have concentrations in the mental 
or physical health field. Some majors include Nursing, 
Athletic Training, Occupational Therapy, and Social 
Work. Its classes are generally held in Hewitt Hall, Pet- 
tee Hall, and New Hampshire Hall, with its Dean's Of­
fice in Hewitt Hall. By graduation, HHS students have 
healthy living habits instilled in them and want to help 
instill those habits in others.
NEW HAMPSHIRE HALL
CflSSTSIIC!
e • a a  2 v s a E  i
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Communication Sciences & 
Disorders
Julie A nastasia  
Nursing
T im oth y A lb e rt  
Recreation Management & Policy
A llison  A s ta r ita  
Communication Sciences & 
Disorders
Casey Babineau 
Recreation Management & Policy
Elizabeth  A lv e  -Hedgegaard 
Nursing
Sarin A y  
Social Work
Jam ie Amback 
Health Management & Policy
K erry  Adams 
Therapeutic Recreation
Kirby Andersen  
Recreation Management - Program 
Administration
K aren B ailey  
Kinesiology: Athletic Training
M elissa  Basiliere  
Kinesiology: Athletic Training
Brenda B a rry  
Family Studies
D anielle Beddia 
Occupational Therapy
Nigole Beaudet 
Recreation Management & Policy
S ara  Bastoni 
Health Management & Policy
Kasha Bell A manda B elville R achel Benenati
Kinesiology: Excercise Science Occupational Therapy Occupational Therapy
HHS 241
E rica  B atston e  








































Lindsey Birden  
Occupational Therapy
A lexis Biron  
Nursing
Jacquelyn Bisson 
Communication Sciences & 
Disorders
Lauren Bjorkm an  
Health Management & Policy
M egan  B ro ck ett 
Family Studies
K ristin  B o lt  
Therapeutic Recreation
Em m y Blouin  
Recreation Management & Policy
Cynthia Bodeur 
Nursing
K ath erin e Bronson 
Family Studies - Child Advocacy
Becka B o u re tt  
Nursing
A shley Capone 
Family Studies
H e a th e r  Brigham  
Recreation Management & Policy
Nicole Campanelli Darlene Capalbo-E ldridge
Occupational Therapy Occupational Therapy






N igolette Burnham  
Nursing
Nicole Cappadona 
Recreation Management & Policy
242 HHS
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a ily Studies 







ecreation anage ent  Policy 
Stephanie Caras  
Family Studies
C arrie  Carbonneau 
Kinesiology: Excercise Science
W inifred Carey  
Occupational Therapy
K a tie  C arpenter  
Kinesiology: Athletic Training
Em ily  Castaline  
Kinesiology: Athletic Training
Jit i t  an Caulfield  
Family Studies
A llison  Coburn Therapeutic  
Recreation
H ay ley  C otier an 
Communication Sciences & 
Disorders
A shley Centracchio  
Recreation Management & Policy
H elm i C hurcher  
Communication Sciences & 
Disorders
Jeffery  C incotta  
Recreation Management & Policy
M eaghan Coughlin
M elissa  Coates 
Recreation Management - 
Program Administration
A lan  Connell A lexan d ra Connelly E rin  Connerty




K a tie  Covey 
Family Studies
A shley Crook 
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R ris ta  Davison  
Communication Sciences & 
Disorders
T ary n  Curro 
Family Studies
Jeanne Czipri M ichelle Daigneault
Kinesiology: Sports Studies Recreation Management & Policy






M ich e lle  Desch 
Occupational Therapy
M a lia  Devenney 
Nursing
M a rio n  Dignard Kinesiology: 
Pedagogy
Jessica Distefano H anh Doan
Kinesiology: Excercise Science Occupational Therapy
A bigail Dodd 
N ursing
Katelyn Donnelly Kayleigh Dow




M egh an D oyle 
Health Management & Policy
A shley DuBois 
Health Management & Policy
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JESSICA OWNEY 
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EGHAN OYLE 
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Adam  E ato n  
Occupational Therapy
Stephanie Faden  
Occupational Therapy
M a r y  Fah ey  
Kinesiology: Sports Studies
Brianna Ferdinand 
Recreation Management & Policy
K ristin a E rn s t  
Social Work
K e lly  F itzgerald  
Child & Family Studies
Lisa F e rra ro  
Occupational Therapy
M egh an F o r r e s ta ll  
Communication Sciences & 
Disorders
B rean a F errin  
Nursing




Robyn F r a z i t ta  
Recreation Management & Policy
M a le ia  Fink 
Therapeutic Recreation
K ath erin e French  
Health Management & Policy
K alinda Ferguson 
Family Studies
Am anda Fricke  
Occupational Therapy
Josilyn Gagnon 
Family Studies -  Child Advocacy
K risten  Gallup  
Occupational Therapy
HHS 245
C ara Gadapee 
Social Work
Am anda Gaeeney 
Communication Sciences & 
Disorders
m, ITZGERALD 
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A llison Godfrey E rin Goebel
Family Studies Recreation Management & Policy
A lexan d er Gifford 
Nursing
K a te  Gannon 
Social Work
Nigole Giuliani 
Health Management & Policy
B randon Graham Brittnee Greenleaf
Health Management & Policy Kinesiology: Excercise Science
C hristina Griffin  





T rish a Griffin 
Communication Sciences & 
Disorders
Loriann H am brecht 
Nursing
K ari H am pton  
Family Studies
Am anda Hansf.lt. 
Occupational Therapy
Jam ie Hanson 
Social Work
E ric H arasimowitz Sara H arbour L auren H ardies L indsay H arris
Health Management & Policy Family Studies Communication Sciences &  Occupational Therapy
Disorders
H e a th e r  H a tch e r  
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L auren H epburn A dam H ernandez
Therapeutic Recreation Kinesiology: Athletic Training
Bryan H ayes Catherine H ayward L auren H echt
Nursing Family Studies Kinesiology: Pedagogy
A shley H ogan M atthew  H ogan
Family Studies Kinesiology: Outdoor Education
Jennifer H itchcock  
Kinesiology: Sports Studies
Katherine H ughes Jay  H ydren
Family Studies Kinesiology: Excercise Science
Sophia Jossick L auren K asle
H ealth Management & Policy Kinesiology: Athletic Training
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E m ily  Jones Kelley Jones
Recreation Management & Policy Recreation Management & Policy
M ic h a e l Jenne 
Recreation Management & Policy
E m ily  Jordan  
Occupational Therapy
K ati H ess H eather H eye
Recreation Management & Policy Kinesiology: Excercise Science
Jennifer Hopkins 
Family Studies
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K ately n  K atsohis  
Family Studies
Rania K houry  
Family Studies
K a itlin  K ieras  
Occupational Therapy
K yle K eating  
Recreation Management - Program 
Administration
Suzanne K erley  
H ealth Management & Policy
Gotten L a l ly  
Communication Sciences & 
Disorders
A llison  Lamb 
Recreation Management & Policy
A llison  Lane  
Nursing




K ylee Knowles 
Recreation Management & Policy
A lexan d ra  Lasky  
Social Work
Nioole Luca 
Communication Sciences & 
Disorders
D anielle L aw ler  
Kinesiology: Excercise Science
K a th ry n  Lynch 
Family Studies
Deborah K irchner 
Nursing
Jaclyn  Kish 
Nursing
D anielle L aroche  
Health Management & Policy
K atrin a  Larson  
Occupational Therapy
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ATHRYN YN:H 
Fa ily Studies 
K risti M acD onald  
Recreation Management & Policy
Craig M acF arlan d  
Recreation Management & Policy
K atie  M acNabb 
Recreation Management & Policy
Robyn M ag arian  
Communication Sciences &  
Disorders
T racy  M acdonald  
Family Studies
Zoe M agiros  
Occupational Therapy
Lauren M a z e r a l l  
Communication Sciences & 
Disorders
M egh an M oC lare  
Social Work
C aitlin  M cCoy  
Occupational Therapy
Keegan M cD on nell 
Nursing
Jenna M arini Stefanie M arsan
Family Studies Nursing
B ailley  M a z u r  
Kinesiology
Renee M cC auley  
Occupational Therapy
C h arles M anganiello  
Kinesiology: Outdoor Education
Shawna M cG rath  
Nursing
Jaclyn  M cM a h o n  
Communication Sciences & 
Disorders
Am y M eisn er  
Nursing
A llyson M endonza  
Nursing
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G erald M e r r i l l  III 
Health Management & Policy
A m y  M ichaud Jay M ichaud E m ilee  M inkwitz Christina M olinari
Family Studies Occupational Therapy Family Studies Family Studies
Lyndsay M o rin  
Family Studies - Child Advocacy
L au ra  M oody  
Family Studies
Jennifer M ooney M egan M oore H eather M oran
Kinesiology: Pedagogy Kinesiology: Excercise Science Occupational Therapy
          .....
—
E ric  M o rris  
Kinesiology: Excercise Science
T y le r  M orrissey  
Communication Sciences & 
Disorders
K ristin  M o se r  
Family Studies
Jennie M urph y  
Health Management & Policy
B e th  Nanof 
Nursing
John N eal III 
Health Management & Policy
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Health Management & Policy
Dane Nielson  
Physical Education
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HRISTINA OLINARI 







K erry  O’N eill  
Communication Sciences & 
Disorders
C aitlin  Oakley 
Child & Family Studies Communication Sciences & 
Disorders
A lay n a Pagnani 
Family Studies
Christopher P a rk e r  
Kinesiology: Excercise Science
Gretchen Olson
K a te ly n  P a rk e r  
Social Work
Deanna Petchonka  
Family Studies
E leanor P eterson E rika P fennigwerth
Family Studies Kinesiology: Excercise Science
Stephanie P h elan  
Family Studies
K risten  Piecuch 
Occupational Therapy
M a tth e w  P im en tel  
Kinesiology: Excercise Science
Gwen P lu m m er  
Health Management & Policy
A llison  Pom ykato  
Nursing
Rebekah P o r te r  
Kinesiology: Athletic Training
A llison  Pow er 
Health Management & Policy
Kim berly Pow nell 
Nursing
M eagan P uchlopek Katherine Quigley
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EBEKAH ORTER 
Kinesiolog1J: thletic raining 
AITLIN AKLEY
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o unication Sciences  
isorders 
 
C allie  Q uintal 
Occupational Therapy
D aniel R a n d le tt  
Physical Education
Anna R em illard  
Family Studies
Sophie R endell 
Recreation Management & Policy
K ath erin e Richey  
Family Studies
M arian n e R ivard  
Kinesiology: Excercise Science




C aiilin  R iviere  
Recreation Management & Policy
Nicole Rossignol 
Speech Pathology
E rin  R oth hau s  
Communication Sciences & 
Disorders
A le a h  Rubin 
Recreation Management & Policy
N atalie  Saooocoa 
Occupational Therapy
Chelsea Rudomen 
Recreation Management & Policy
Nichole Schiffer J illia n  Schneider 
Occupational Therapy
A ngela Serge 
Occupational Therapy
E m ily  Sedita  
Occupational Therapy
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Recreation Management & Policy




Elizab eth  Solof 
Social Work




B ethan y S taffo rd  
Occupational Therapy
Rebecca S teele  
Nursing
Kim berly Stevens 
Family Studies
K ris ta  S t o t t  
Recreation Management & Policy
Rebecca Straub  
Family Studies
A licia Strube  
Nursing
H annah S tu tts  
Nursing
Am y Sullivan  
Occupational Therapy
Brean a Su llivan  
Kinesiology: Sports Studies Communication Sciences & 
Disorders
M eagh an  Su llivan  
Therapeutic Recreation
M onica Surprenant 
Nursing
Em ily  Sussman 
Communication Sciences & 
Disorders
M a ry  Sullivan
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MILY SUSSMAN 





M o ira  T a lb o t  
Communication Sciences & 
Disorders
S a ra  Tarnowski 
Nursing
Leah  Sylvain  
Occupational Therapy
B ethan y Tem ple  
Communication Sciences & 
Disorders
T iffany T h ib au lt 
Nursing
W esley Thom as 
Kinesiology
J i l l  Thompson 
Occupational Therapy
A udrey T o lan  
Nursing
Gina T onelli 
Communication Sciences & 
Disorders
K risten  U llm an  
Nursing
Rebekah V enable M arisa W alsh Christopher W ard
Social Work Nursing
E m ily  T y le r  
Nursing
Z ach ary  W eilbrenner 
Kinesiology: Pedagogy
A lexis W illis  
Family Studies
Jennifer W estbrook M elissa W halen
Social Work H ealth Management & Policy
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K atrin a  W ilson  
Therapeutic Recreation
Sarah W orcester L auren Y andle























W hittem ore S chool of 
B usiness and E conomics
• .vg. .'"1 
 -  ....
The Whittemore School of Business and Economics 
centers its education in McConnell Hall, with other 
courses held in Horton Hall and Iddles Auditorium. 
WSBE also incorporates the business community into 
its educational programs as much as possible. Stu­
dents are encouraged to complete internships and 
build connections with businesses as soon, and as 
frequently, as possible. After four years, WSBE grad­
uates pursue many different areas including hotel 
management and entrepreneurship.
M C C O N N E L L  H AL L
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Ryan A belli 
Finance
Rowdy A lla rd  
Business Administration - Finance
K e rri Agahigian 
Business Administration
K ristin  A n ctil  
Business Administration - Finance
Jessica A lb ertson  
Accounting
Ja im e  A nttonen H eather Babineau
Business Administration - Hospitality Management
Marketing
Britney Baldwin A lexander Balford P eter Ballantyne
Accounting Business Administration - Business Administration
Marketing
L auren Barbero A llyn  Belanger
Business Administration - Hospitality Management
Accounting
E lliot Bell K irsten B ell E rin Berry
Hospitality Management Communication Sciences & Hospitality Management
Disorders
Sandra B illodeau Jessica Blanche
Business Administration - Hospitality Management
Marketing
258 WSBE
T y le r  B la tch fo rd  
Business Administration
Anna B oisvert 
Business Administration
A shley B oisvert 


























YLER LATCHr RD 






Communication Sciences & 
 
NNA ISVERT 
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SHLEY ISVERT 
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Stephanie Bottari K aitlyn Boyle
Marketing & Management Business Administration
T yler  Bradbury Jam ie  Braddock
Marketing & Management Business Administration -
Management
K ath erin e B ra ck e tt  
Accounting
C aiilin  B rady  
Marketing
Derek Bragg Daniel Broadley Stephen B ruce David Bryant
Accounting Finance Business Administration - Business Administration
Management
Lau ren Buck 
Business Administration - 
Marketing
A nne Buckless K yle  Bush W illiam  Bu iler
Business Administration Business Administration - Finance Business Administration -
Management
A shley Cakounes 
Hospitality Management
Joseph Calvo  
Business Administration - Finance 
& Mangement
Brian Carney Spencer Carter Shane Casimiro
Finance Business Administration Finance
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R ichard Cem balisty 
Business Administration
M atthew  Connors
Business Administration
M a tth e w  C lark  
Business Administration - Finance 
& M angement
W esley Collins 
Business Administration




A lexan der Gorsun 
Business Management
E lizab eth  Gorvino 
H ospitality Management
Suzanne Gostanzo 
Business Administration - Finance 
& Marketing
C hristopher Curro 
Finance
B rian  Curtis 
Business Administration ■ 
Accounting




K a th ry n  Cox 
Business Administration
Leah Craig 
Communication Sciences & 
Disorders
A m y Curran  
Marketing
M ic h a e l Davis 
Business Administration - 
Management
K yle Derby 
Economics
P e te r  Desfosses 
Information Systems
D aniel Desmond J r  
Business Administration















































K ay la  D illon  
Accounting
T im oth y DiM inico 
Business Administration
S g o tt Dinwiddie 
Business Administration - 
Management
L au ra  D iV asta  
Business Management
Adrienne Dion 
Business Administration - 
Marketing
P atrick Dugal Keith  Duperron E m ily  E astman
Management Business Administration - Finance Business Administration
M ic h a e l E l l i o t t  
Business Administration
P e te r  Erickson  
Marketing
H ay ley  Finos 
Business Administration
Lindsey F itzp atrick  
Business Administration
M egan Eurieck  
Finance
Christopher F e ltn e r  
Finance
Lau ren F o rm alarie  
Business Administration
Scott F rantz Brandon F rench Cassandra F rench Bryan F ritts A ndrew C a t l e t t  a
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K im berley Garcia A nthony Gengo Dustin Gibson Stephen  Giordano M egan Godin
Management Accounting Business Administration Economics Business Administration
M ic h e lle  Grande 
Business Administration
Z ach ary  Gorski 
Business Administration - 
Marketing
M ic h a e l G rillo  
Business Administration - Finance
James Gouin Brian Goulet
Economics Business Administration - Finance
& M angement
Sarah Groppo Joeseph Groves Ranata Grzeczhowicz K evin  Guillette Courtney Guittarr
Business Administration Marketing Hospitality Management Business Administration H ospitality Management
Gina Gurrisi 
Accounting
D aniel H aggerty  J r  
International Business
Gregory H alsey  
Business Management
M egan H am  
Accounting
K enneth H arrin gton  
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REGORY Al.sEY 
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usiness d inistration -
ccounting 
Sean H a r tn e t t  
Business Administration
C ara H ayw ard  
Business Administration
A la n  Henderson 
Business Administration
A shley H errin  
Business Administration
Jon ath an  H esketh  
Hospitality Management
Jason H ilb e rt 
International Business & Economics
Jacquelyn Hinds 
Entrepreneurial Venture Creation
Jordan H orw itz  
Business Management
P a u l H u b ert Jr. 
Marketing
B ritta n y  Hughes 
Business Administration - 
Marketing
M uge H u rk al 
Economics
B rian  Hussey 
Hospitality Management
H assanH ussni Jr.
Business Administration
W illiam  Hybsch III  
Finance
Craig Jensen Jr. 
Business Administration
P a u l Jepson 
Business Administration - Finance
D aniel K aton a  
Business Administration
E m ily  K eating  
Marketing
K ath leen  K e lly  
Hospitality Management












































M ich a e l Knight 
Finance
Stephanie R olling  
Business Administration - 
Accounting
P a tric ia  Kosian 
Business Administration - 
Accounting
In esK risto  
Business Administration
Jon ath an  Ladd  
Marketing
C hristopher LaH aise  
Marketing
K aylyn L am b ert 
Business Administration
Gregory Landry  
Business Management
K a ra  Langlois 
Business Administration
Jeffrey  LeB lanc  
Business Administration
Andrew Limbek 
Business Administration - 
Accounting
M ich a e l Luciano 
Business Administration -  Finance
Stephen LeB lan c  
Finance
Nicole Lee  
Business Administration - 
Management
Lisa Legere  
Accounting
E v an  Lukasiak 
Finance
K eith  Lundquist 
Marketing
A lison L yder Christopher L yons K imberly L yons
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EFFREY E LAOC 
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IMBERLY YONS 
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M organ  M acK ay  
Accounting
M ich a e l M acL u re  
Business Administration
A lexan d er M aefugci 
Economics
C aitlin  M ahoney  
Hospitality Management
Adam  M a rce llu s  
Business Management
Jenna M ard en  
Accounting
Ryan M a r tin  
Business Administration
B ryan M athews
Accounting
C atherine M cCann  
Business Administration - 
Marketing
M a tth e w  M oC reary  
Accounting
L isa M cE lheny 
Finance
C aiilin  M c E ll ig o tt  
Business Administration - 
Marketing




B ridget M e rcie r  
Business
Andrew M il ls  
Business Administration - 
Management
K ath erin e M ich aels  
Business Administration
M a tth e w  M i l l a r  
Business Administration - 
Accounting
Jennifer M itc h e ll  
Business Administration
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JENNIFER nDIEU 










M ich a e l M o sh e r  
Finance
M a llo r y  M o o re  
Accounting
A shley M organ  
Hospitality Management
R yan M o r r i l l  
Business Administration
Lau ren M o scato  
Business Administration
E ric  M o t t a  
Business Administration
Christopher M u lle n  
Marketing
Brianna M urphy K elly M urphy
Economics Business Administration ■
Accounting
D onald Nelson  
Business Administration - Finance
K ristina Nelson M elanie Nelson
Business Administration Business Administration -
Marketing
H annah N oel 
Business Administration - 
Accounting
A bram  Nunes 
Marketing
M ich a e l O’Connor 
Hospitality Management
Nikki Oliveri M ichael P are
Marketing Business Administration
K ath erin e  P a rk e r  
Business Administration
E lizab eth  Parsons  
Accounting
David O’N eill 
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M ichael P eretto A lexander P ike L ouisa P lank L aurel P ost T homas P ufki
Business Administration - A c- Hospitality Management Business Administration Business Administration Business Administration
counting & Finance
M ic h a e l Pungitore  
Finance
Z ach ary Rachins 
International Business
R ob ert Radford  
Business Administration
M egan  Rand 
Business Administration - 
Management
Alison R aye  
Business Administration - 
Accounting
M a tth e w  Reid 
Business Administration
L enny Rendell T imothy R heaume Soott R icci A ndrew R icker
Business Administration Business Administration - Finance Marketing Business Administration




Z ach ary S a r e tte  
Economics
P e te r  Schoem m ell 
Business Administration - 
Marketing
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Shauna Sellenger  
Entrepreneurial Venture Creation
W illiam  Seubert 
Business Administration - 
Accounting






Jeffery  Sikes Jr. 
Finance
L eah  Simon 
Business Administration
M a tth e w  Simpson 
Finance
Brandon Sm ith  
Business Administration
Nioole Sm ith  
Accounting
Gordon Sm ith J r  
Business Administration - Man­
agement
K ath erin e S teere  
Communication Sciences & 
Disorders
Benjamin Stein  
Economics
Am anda Stevens  
Marketing
P e te r  Spiak 
Marketing
M ichael Stewart Julia Stoddart E lizabeth Storti
Management Communication Business Administration -
Marketing
E rin  S trach an  
Hospitality Management













































Jon ath an  Sussman 
Hospitality Management
Sam antha Sykora 
Business Management




B rie lle  Thom as  
Business Administration - Finance
A lexan dria Thorpe  
Business Administration
K yle T odesca V ered T omlak E rica T ravelyn
Economics Hospitality Management Business Administration -
Marketing
Philip  Trzcinski 
Entrepreneurial Business
Chelsea V an dew ater  
Business Administration - Finance
K aren  Venezia  
Management
Nicholas Venezia  
Accounting
Lindsey W aldecker  
Business Management
M athew  W allman
Economics
Christine W alsh  
Business Administration
N eal W arren  
Business Administration - 
Accounting
David W a tts  
Accounting
Jessica W au ters  
Business
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W esley W eyan t  
Business Administration
Gregory W halen A shley W hite Shauna W hite Devin W ilkenfeld-M ongillo
Entrepreneurial Business International & Developmental Business Administration Hospitality Management
Economics
K a te ly n  W rig h t  
Business Administration
Thom as W uelper  
Business Management
Nioole Y erganian  
Business Administration
A shley Young 
Marketing
Joh n ath an  Y u  
Business Administration
M a tth e w  Zygm ant 



























T hompson School of 
Applied Science
The Thompson School of Applied Science here at UNH is constantly on the move. TSAS offers a wide variety of 
programs for each of their students to study and excel in. These programs include Restaurant Management and Civil 
Technology. After two years spent in the Thompson School, any student will leave with the necessary skills they need 
to succeed in their field.
272 TSAS
HOMPSON H L OF
PPLIED rENCE 
i
t r t i i
i  
 
R achel Goombs Cynthia Geiser Jessica M aeera Nicholas R ouquie A im e  Silver
Business Management Horticulture Technology Horticulture Technology Civil Technology Horticulture Technology
Jessica Spaulding 
Horticulture Technology
B ryce T a e t  
Civil Technology
Jam es W hitcom b  
Food Services Management
TSAS 273













Justin and Brandon Courcy- From the day you were both 
bom there wasn?t one second either of you ever disappoint­
ed us in any way. Thank you Justin and Brandon for being 
our children. Love, Mom and Dad.
Breanna Sullivan- Bre, What we wish for you is happiness 
in all that you do. Love always Dad, Mom & Ford
Scott J. Ricci- We are very proud of you! Love you very 
much! Mom, Michael, Nicole & Rudy
April Pagnani- We are so proud and blessed, our precious 
gem, be happy. Love & Hugs Mom & Dad
Shawn Moore- Congratulations on all your accomplish­
ments! Love, Mom, Dad & Julie
Alayna Pagnani- We are so proud and blessed, our precious 
gem, be happy. Love & Hugs Mom & Dad
Amy Lynn Calderwood- Whatever your dreams might be 
may each become a reality! Love Mom, Dad & Ash
Jessica Lizotte- Estamos muy orgullosos de ti Belle! Love, 
Mom, Dad & Amanda
Crystal Czaja- Were so proud proud of you proud of you, 
were so proud. Love, Mom & Dad
Matthew Kelley- Your hard work has paid off?follow your 
dreams. We are so proud of you! Love, Mom, Dad,
Rick, Steven & Brendan
Andrew Mills- Congratulations Andy, we are so proud of 





We love you, 
Nanny and Papa
Dear Zachary,
You have always created paths where there were none before, and you have al- 
wayssucceeded on those paths. Your future is exciting and full of possibilities. Always
believe in yourself and follow your dreams. We are very proud of you and we love you 
very much.
Mom, Dad and Justin
274 A d s
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Amanda Lavigne - Always Remember: Stoke 5th floor * Roomies - Carey Arm 
Gallini * Michelle Home * Jen Garfinkel * Andrea Margiotta * Jaimie Hanson 
* MUB * “Amandrea” * Red Sox win pennant ‘04 & ‘07 * TKE cocktails * 
mucking stalls at the horse bam * broken foot * peppermints * Newick’s 4 
Panache * watermelon in the sky * A.I. Class *
Petey * Eric * Old Man Dave * Newmarket @  3 Nichols Dr, #2 * #1 Hockey 
team *
* RIP Tyler*
*Australia * 020807 - 071707 * forgotten passport * scuba in Cairns * Grif­
fith University in Brisbane * Surfer ?s Paradise - Gold Coast * living at Q1 * 
rooming with Carly & Joy * “Buzz” aka Glen * Big Brother * turning 21 down 
under! * working at Hard Rock Cafe * food poisoning * footy * Melbourne * 
Australian Zoo & Bindi * dingos * Bondi Beach * Fraser Island * NZ * Fiji * 
NICK Barbados
We’re so proud of you, Aunanda! Love Always, Mom & Alii 
The Spargos, Nana & Pepere, Uncle PJ, and Tucker !
Suzanne Kerley
We are so proud of you and all your 
success these last four years. You are a 
strong, determine, independent young 
woman who left home and made us all 
proud in college. You are not only beau­
tiful but you have an exceptional heart, 
caring spirit, and intelligence. You will 
go far in your life Suzanne, and we will 
always be there to love and support 
you. Thank you for all your hard work. 
Congratulations Suzanne.
We love you, Mom, Dad, Joseph, 
Renee, Tony, Jason and Amanda
Cathy, 
We always knew you'd be an 
academic and athletic standout at 
UNH, but we're most proud of 
how hard you've worked over these 
four years and what a good heart you 
have.
Love, Mom, Dad, Julia, Danny, and 
Suzanne
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Congratulations on your Business De­
gree with Honors. We are all very 
proud of what you have accomplished. 
Best wishes and success with your fu­
ture
endeavors.
Much Love, The LeBlanc Family
Congratulations, Jackie, 
on your great accomplish­
ments of the past four 
years. You’ve made us 
very proud. We know 
you worked hard to get 
such high grades. The fu­
ture starts now, enjoy the 
journey
Love, Dad, Mom, Rich, 
Tim
Matthew,
We are all proud of you 
you have accomplished much. 
Theater, sports, Ultimate Fris- 
bee, Scan TV and still made it to 
class! Go out and conquer the 
world we know you can.
Love, Mom, Dad, Jay, Mike & 
Annie. m im iiiiiiiiiiiiinm ....................
Trey Hart-
I still find each day too short for 
all the thoughts I want to think, 
all the walks I want to take, all 
the books I want to read, and all 
the friends I want to see.
-John Burroughs
Nicki- May you find happiness in 
every direction your paths take you and 
may you hold on to that sense of humor 
you use to brighten the lives of every­
one who knows you. You have a big 
heart and a sensitive soul, and I know 
you will use these gifts to help others.
I am enormously proud of all you have 
accomplished. You will always be a 
wonderful gift, a treasure of memories, 
and an amazing miracle to me! I love 
you, Mom
Munevver Makinistoglu-
Words are not enough to explain how 
proud we are of you. You have always 
been a wonderful kid. Thank to God 
that gives us the pleasure of being your 
parents. We love you with all our 
hearts.
Mum, Dad and Berk
Gary, we are so proud of the person 
you have become! You have grown 
from a mischievous little boy to a con­
fident, fun loving man. Now that you 
enter you next leg of the journey, re­
member to keep the smile on your 
face and the wind in your hair! We 
love you! -Mom, Dad and Megan
No one deserves that diploma 
more than you do! You dreamed 
your dream and made it come 
true! Love and congratulations 
from Mom and Ernilyc
Angela,
"The future belongs to those who be­
lieve in the beauty of their dreams." 
We wish you only the best in life and 
hope you will always follow your 
dreams. It seems like yesterday when 
we dropped you off at freshman camp! 














































Congratulations, Auntie Ryann! 
We are so proud of you!
Love, Mom, Dad, Eric, Scott, and 
Kelsie Love Mom & Dad
Congratulations Katie! We?re so 
proud of all your achievements!
Ian, 
You make us proud every day. 
Congratulations on all your ac­
complishments ! 
Love, 
Mom, Dad, and Kiera
Amanda Stevens
We couldn't love you more 
than we do, and we couldn't be 




May the road rise up to meet you. May the 
wind always be at your back. May the sun 
shine warm upon your face and rains fall 
soft upon your fields. And until we meet 
again, may God hold you in the palm of 
His Hand. We are so proud of you; you 
are our beloved son in whom we are all 
pleased.
Much love and future success,
Mum, Dad and Conor
Kate,
From long before the 
Topsfield road trip to 
UNH to now, this very 
special day, tragedies 
and triumphs-well done, 
Kate, well done.
Love, Dad, Mom and 
Haley.
My Michael- you have been, and will 
always be, my greatest gift. As I reminisce 
on this day I think of all of the milestones 
you have already achieved and I am ex­
ceedingly proud of you. I will always trea­
sure the memories of these past 22 years 
and I am excited about the next chapter 
of your life, which I know is filled with 
promise, success and happiness. Always 
remember to be true to yourself and fol­
low your dreams. Reach for the stars, my 
cookie-for they are yours for the taking! 
Love, MomCongratulations Shawn 
you are awesome 
Love Dad & Maureen
jFeliz viajes!
Love, Mum, Dad, Jess, 
David & Lucy


































Tim, you have made the most of every 
opportunity UNH had provided. We 
are so proud of how hard you have 
worked and all that you have accom­
plished. With such a great start and 
your potential, your future is sure to 
be as productive and rewarding! Con­
gratulations.
Love, Mum & Dad.
C ourtney B utlery- 
Courtney, what an amazing journey 
our lives have been, and with every­
thing you’ve strived for, you have 
succeeded far beyond! Our daughter, 
so beautiful, smart, generous, and in- 
credibily loving. W e’re so proud of 
you! Enjoy life. We love you. Love 
M om & Dad
Anthony, today is the proudest day of my 
life. You have fulfilled so many dreams 
for me and a Mother could not have more 
pride for a son than the pride I have for 
you today. You are my sunshine. You 
always have been and I thank God for the 
man you have become. “When you walk 
through a storm, hold you head up high, 
and don?t be afraid of the dark. At the end 
of the storm is a golden sky and the sweet 
silver song of a lark.” Love you forever, 
like you for always, as long as I’m living, 
my baby you will be. Love, Mom.
Jackie:
Congratulations on your 
Graduation. You have become 
a young woman of wisdom 
and grace. With this you will 
be blessed in helping many 
people. You have worked so 
hard to achieve your goal. I 
am so proud of what you have 
accomplished and the person 
you have become. Thank you 





You have worked hard, you 
"Swam Fast" and you have made us 
proud. Congratulations on 
your Graduation!
With our love, 
Mom, Dad, Marisa and Gina
Chelsea Rudomen-
Chelsea, we are so proud of the won­
derful job you have done at UNH. 
You have turned out to be such a 





We Love you. 
Mom, Dad, Lau­
ren, Chuck, Ali & 
Nicky, Lucy
Anthony DeAngelis-
"You have the brains in your 
head. You have feet in your 
shoes. You can steer yourself 
any direction you choose. 
You're on your own. And you 
know what you know. And 
you are the guy who'll decide 




Bikes in the park, hikes in the 
white, karts on the tracks, lots of 
sneaks, many smiles.
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Josh- How fast these years at UNH have flown! Look at all 
the accomplishments you have achieved, the great friends you 
have made, the places you?ve gone, the experiences you have 
had- and THIS is just the beginning! Your inner strength, mo 
tivation, attitude and caring heart will take you anywhere you 
want to go. William Blake said: "No bird soars too high if he 
soars with his own wings." I could not be any more proud of 
you than I am and always have been. I am your greatest fan, 
and will always stand with you no matter where you "soar 
With love, Mum.
Dear Michelle,
There is no need to reach high for the stars. They 
are already within you- just reach deep into yourself 
and show the world who you are! A beautiful, won­
derful perfect all American girl!!! Congratulations 
and we all love you!
Renata,
Reach for YOUR star, follow your 
dreams, believe in yourself and be 
all you can be.
Wishing you allt he best and hap­
piness that comes from knowing 
that you worked hard, and 
followed your heart. You deserve 
it.
God Bless you. Love, Mom and 
Dad
Paul Plante Jr.-
It's hard to believe that the little guy who used 
to fit in Cabbage Patch Doll clothes and Daddy's 
pocket is all grown up and ready to take on the 
world!! God bless you and keep you: in the 
Army, in marriage, and throughout your life! You 
will always be in our hearts and prayers!! We're 
so proud of you!! CONGRATULATIONS!! Love, 
Dad, Mom, Tim, Cathie, Granny, Poppy, Nana 
and Grandpa
Samuel Wolak-
We are so proud of you. We wish you the 
best in anything you do in life. We will always 
be there for you. Love Mom, Dad & Tim.
To our beautiful Shana-
We are so proud of all you 
have accomplished and we 
love you very much!
Dive into life 
and have it all!




your success at UNH 
as a student-athlete.
We are very proud of your 
accomplishments. What a 
fabulous start to the rest of 
your life. Enjoy the journey 
and remember we are always 
there to support you along the 
way. Follow your dreams!! 
Love, Mom and Dad
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Kyle Russ- Congratulations Kyle, We are very proud of your 
fine accomplishments at UNH. You have achieved your im­
mediate goal of a degree in mechanical engineering through 
sheer determinations and perseverance. Your efforts and 
successes are co mendable. We are sure you will meet future 
challenges with the same focus and hard work. Your humor, 
compassion and dedication are strengths 
that will serve you well. May you have a 
life filled with love, success and happiness.
Good Luck at Ohio State!
You are the best.
Love, Mom, Dad, Garth and Meghan
To all my friends that I have met these 
past 4 years. It has been great; I will 
take with me a lot of memories that I 
cherish. From the late nights out, the 
concerts and events put on, and the 
many retreats. All have been so fun 
and have helped make me the person 
I am today. And especially a special 
shout out to my close friends who 
have always been there for me and 
have been a part of all my long last­
ing memories. All for one, and one for 
all. Rock on. Fire it up. Peace, love, 









We Love You. M & D.
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New Hampshire alma mater
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Behind thee tow'r the mountains 




Thy sons and daughters ever
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Thy sons  
 
they praises loud will sing
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and to the White and Blue 

Where'ere our work shall call us
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W e always will true
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We'll ever guard thy honor
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New Hampshire alma mater
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All hail dll hail to thee!
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